
Mr. Kenneth J. Dillon 
c/o Kelly B. McClanahan 
National Security Counselors 
1200 South Courthouse Road 
Suite 124 
Arlington, VA 22204 

Dear Mr. Dillon: 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Washington, D.C. 20535 

August26,2013 

FOIA: 1170856-001 
Subject: Full internal FBI report on the arresUdetention of 
Zacarias Moussaoui and Abderraouf Jdey; report on their 
arresUdetention as sent to the intelligence community; and 
any other records related to the August 16, 2001 detention of 
Abderraouf Jdey 

The enclosed documents are responsive to the request and have been reviewed under the Freedom of 
Information Act {FOIA), Title 5, U.S.C. § 552. Deletions have been made to protect information which is exempt from 
disclosure, with the appropriate exemptions noted on the page next to the excision. In addition, a deleted page 
information sheet was inserted in the file to indicate where pages were withheld entirely. The exemptions used to withhold 
information are marked below and explained on the enclosed Form OPCA-16a: 

Section 552 Section 552a 
IEI(b){1) 0{b){7){A) 0(d){5) 

0(b)(2) 0(b)(7)(B) 00)(2) 

IEI(b)(3) 50 u.s.c. § 403-1 IEI(b)(7){C) 0(k)(1) 

IEI(b)(7)(D) 0(k)(2) 

IEI{b)(7){E) 0(k){3) 

0(b)(7)(F) 0(k){4) 

0(b){4) 0(b)(8) 0(k)(5) 

0(b){5) 0{b){9) 0(k){6) 

IEI(b)(6) 0(k)(7) 

91 pages were reviewed and 64 pages are being released. 

lEI Document(s) were located which originated with, or contained information concerning another 
Government agency [OGA]. This information has been: 

0 referred to the OGA for review and direct response to you. 

lEI referred to the OGA for consultation and their response has been received and incorporated into this 
release. 

0 In accordance with standard FBI practice, this response neither confirms nor denies the 
existence of your subject's name on any watch lists. 

lEI You have the right to appeal any denials in this release. Appeals should be directed in writing to the 
Director, Office of Information Policy, U.S. Department of Justice,1425 New York Ave., NW, 
Suite 11050, Washington, D.C. 20530-0001. Your appeal must be received by OIP within sixty (60) days 
from the date of this letter in order to be considered timely. The envelope and the letter should be clearly 
marked "Freedom of Information Appeal." Please cite the FOIA Number assigned to your 
request so that it may be easily identified. 



Enclosure(s) 

OThe enclosed material is from the main investigative file(s) in which the subject(s) of your request was the 
focus of the investigation. 

lEI See additional information which follows. 

Sincerely yours, 

David M. Hardy 
Section Chief 
Record/1 nformation 

Dissemination Section 
Records Management Division 

Pursuant to Title 28, Code of Federal Regulations, Sections 16.11 and 16.49, there is a fee often cents per 
page for duplication. However, no fees are assessed for the first 100 pages. The enclosed release totals 64 pages; 
therefore, the request for a fee waiver does not require adjudication and the enclosed material is being provided at no cost. 



(Rev. 08-28-2000) 

~ 
FEDERAL BUREAU OP INVESTIGATION 

P:reoedence: IMMEDIATE Date: 08/18/2001 

To: Counterterro~ism Attn: 

Investigative Services. 

London ALAT ._1 ____ __.1 

Paris ALA:r_l ____ I 
Oklahoma City SAl._ ____ ...... 

:r:rom: Mi~apolis 
Squad 5/JTTF~--------------------------~ 
Contact: SA 

App:roved By: ._I __________ _, 

D:rafted By: .... I ~------------
·(·U~···········caae·····m·····t:-····3-E 199M-MP-60130 

T:i.tl.e: CHANGED 

(Pending) 

·({T")--·············~ MOUSSAOUI, ZACARIAS, 
aka Shaqil; 
IT - OTHER 

{Ul········-····· ........ ~ 

b7E per FBI 

b6 per FBI 
b7C 

b6 per FBI 
b7C 

FBI 

{U}··············.P:rev.:i.ous.~:i.tle-:············Qt{ Title mar~ed "Changed" to reflect an alias 
used by captioned 6~ect. Title previously carried as "lt100SSAOUI, 
ZACARIAS; IT - OTHER" . 

(U) 

~· b7E per FBI 
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·(·IJl .. . ... '_:t.'o: Counterterrorism From: Minneapolis 
Re:· · .. ~ 199M-MP-6013o, o8/1S/2ool 

Wl· 

Referen:ce:···· --~ 199M-MP-6013o serial 2 

Paris ALAT SAl lon 08/17/2001 and from MP sAJ b6 per FBI 
---•tr-r-·j~ Mrs conununication references telcals from 

to London ALAT on the same date. b7C 

Enclos1irels Enclosed for all reci ients is a signed sworn 
statement b regarding his knowledge 
of the belie s s scr e subject. Enclosed for 

b6 per I'BI 
b7C 
b70 I ti.s a Letterhea.d Memorandum (LHM) as necessary to 

complete the lead set forth in lead sectio~nclosed for Paris b7E 
is an unclassified LHM for dissemination toL___Jwith a request for 
info.rmation. Enclosed for London ~sa-see~~ LHM with a request 
for information. 

Details: )s:i Captioned investigation initiated OP 08 /l:;/2001 
after Minneapolis received information frod J employed b6 per I'BI 
by Pan Am International Flight Academy, 2600 Lone Oak Point, Bagan, b7c 
Minnesota, telephon~ I that he and co-workers were 
training a student they considered suspicious . 

. ·"i~--~ £~ii~cr!~~t~ I~f~t:~!'f~i~;i~~~t~~a~~~t;: ::;:nfi~~~~ity 
simulators to train airline pilots from all over the world. Training 
conducted there consists exclusively of initial training for newly 
hired airline pilots, or update/refresher training given to active 
airline pilots. ·In both cases, the typical student holds a Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) Airline Transport Pilot (ATP) rating 
or foreign equivalent, is employed by an airline, and has several· 
thousand flight hours. 

+U~·· ··············· mmmmm···~ I I indicated that Zacarias Moussaoui I who met 
none of the above criteria, had been in contact with his company's 
headquarters in Miami, Florida and had paid $8,000-$9,000 dollars 
in gash for training on the Boeing 747 Model 400 aircraft simulator. 

b6 per I'BI 
b7C 

(U)··· 

I I indicated that Moussaoui was a foreign national, who claimed 
that he grew up in France, although he gave the opinion that Moussaoui 
appeared to be Middle Eastern. 

·· ·· ····· ·-~ What set Mou~saoui apart from ~11 other students in 
~------~!experience was that he had no aviation background, and to 
~!r.!l"'~:-="..:~knoWledge, nO pilOt IS liCenSe • r 1 alSO COnSidered it 
odd thit Moussaoui indicated that all he wxsued to learn was how 
to take off and land the 747 Model 400, 1i:in: ~he reason that this 
was an "ego boosting thing". At the time called Minneapolis, 
Moussaoui had already received two days o c assroom training and 

b6 per I'BI 
b7C 
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~-U} To: Counterterrorism From: Minneapolis 
... Re:·---~ 199M-MP-60130, 08/18/2001 

had been scheduled for 4-5 upcoming·simulator sessions over the course 
of the next few days. 

(U) ...... 1 ........................... ~ Followi:a thJ~nc~lieapolis, was contacted In order I 
to determine Moussaou~•s exact schedule.! I indicated that 
Moussaoui had received his ground school instruction from a contract 
instructor namedl I who had also indicated that he 
thought Moussaoui was unusual. 

as s sequent y nterv ewe regar ng Moussaou . 
~~~s~a~r~e~red airline pilot with more thari 10,000 flight nours ~n 
a wide variety of aircraft. He is a contract employee of Pan Am 
who travels to Minneapolis in order to train students. He has been 
doing so for several years and characterized Moussaoui as unlike 
any other student with whom he has wo~ked. 

{U) ................................... ~ At the timel lwas interviewed, Moussaoui had 
completed the ground school portion and had done one flight in a 
low fidelity simulator with him. I I was aware that he had been 
scheduled for several more sessions l.n the higher-fidelity simulators 
in the next few days. 

Wl· ............................. u ...... ~ I I described Moussaoui as a Middle Eastern male, 
age 30-40~ 5'9"-5'11" in height with a heavy build and a trimmed 
beard. I _ Ji.ndicated that he spoke French-accented English and 
advised t at he was very amiable. r- Jnoted that Moussaoui was 
extremely reticent in discussing his background, but did indicate 
that he had been born in the South of FQut was now living 
in London, England. Moussaoui informed that he worked in 
marketing and was involved with family and rJ.en sin an import-export 
business, although he did not describe the products involved. 

{U·)m u .............................. )&; As an example of this reluctance, I trelated 
a conversation they had regarding an aviation accident which occurred 
some years before on act chartered to fly Muslims to the 
Haj in Saudi Arabia. As was relating t;his story, he casually 
asked Moussaoui if he nJ.mse was a Muslim. ! ~ descfihed 
Moussaoui' s reaction as being one of surprise and caution. I 
indicated that when he recovered, Moussaoui informed him that he 
was not a Muslim. 

Wl--··············· .. ······· ·)si .,.1 =--r~~~ gave the opinion that Moussaoui did appear 
to have a genuipe inter;st in aviation, although his knowledge is 
not extensive. L _observed that Moussaoui had been studying 

b6 per I'BI 
b7C 

b6 per I'BI 
b7C 

b6 per I'BI 
b7C 

b6 per I'BI 
b7C 

b6 per I'BI 
b7C 

b6 per I'BI 
b7C 
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(JJl------ 'J.:'o: ~~terterrorism From: Minneapolis 
Re·:---------~ - 199M-MP-60l3o, o8/18/2oo1 

the Boeing 747-400 manuals with which he had been provided by Pan 
Am and had been able to demonstrate knowledge of some aircraft systems 
already. 

(U-) --~-i~~~;ft--~~!s using fc:~~P~~:t g;~=~n~~~~~~w;;~;:,~~i~0~o!~ 

!U¥--

with all students. He indicated that he considered this block of 
instruction useless as Moussaoui has no background in any type of 
sophi'sticated aircraft systems and tol ~knowledge only 
approximately so hours of flight training in light civil aircraft 
bearing no similarity to the 747-400. I !advised that Moussaoui 
was interested in the briefings he received and requested copies 
of the Power Point presentations, ~t wa'Lyold that these particular 
presentations were copyrighted. ! __ . Jdid indicate to Moussaoui 
that similar materials were avai ie elsewhere. . 

---~~ ldid note that there were certain systems on 
the 747- ich Moussaoui was particularly interested. 
Althoug himself brought the subj.ect up, he indicated 
Moussaoui was extremely interested in the aircraft doors and their 
operation. I lindicated that Moussaoui seemed surprised to 
learn that tne door' cannot normally be opened in flight because 
of the- pressurization of the cabin of the aircraft. 

'(U)----- ---------------------~ +be other system in which Moussaoui was interested 
was the Mode Control Panel (MCP) . This is the portion of the 
aircraft's avionics suite which controls the aircraft when flying 
in an automated mode and what allows the 747-400 Series aircraft 
to have a two-person flight crew as opposed to earlier models which 
required additional pilots. I !indicated that at the time they 
did their one simulator session, Mous~aoui alread&knew how to operate 
the MCP from previous study. For information, lindicated 
that the level of automation provided by the MC gJ.ves the 747-400 
the ability to fly, navigate, and in some modes land in a fully 
automated manner. 

b6 per I'BI 
b7C 

b6 per I'BI 
b7C 

b6 per FBI 
b7C 

!U¥- --------------- -d-----~ I I stated that for his upcoming high-fidelity b6 per FBI 

simulator sessJ.ons, Moussaoui stated that he would "love" ·to fly b7c 
a simulated flight from Heathrow Airport in England, to John F. 
Kennedy airport in New York, to include all navigation and 
communicafions. re offered no explanation as to why he wished to 
do this. _ _was also aware that Moussaoui was interested in 
booking additional simulator sessions after he finished his currently 
scheduled syllabus. 

!U} -- --------------------~ I I believed that Moussaoui does have a b6 per FBI 

legitimate interest in aircraft as he asked for recommendations for b7c 
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To: Counterterrorism From: Minneapolis 
{Ul -- --Re.: -- ~ 199M-MP-60130, 08/18/2001 

schools able to provide subsequent aviation training. I ldid 
ask Moussaoui why he did not attempt to get his aviation training 
in England and was told that the schools were not available in Europe. 
He also noted that flight training schools th~ too severe 

in their training methods. Moussaoui informed that he 
intended to return to London in the fall as he claime he couldn't 
allow his family and friends running his business to make money for 
him forever. 

{U)- ---uu __________ u __________ u~ I ladvised that Moussaoui was staying at the 
Residence Inn Eagan, which address was subse~ntl determined to 
be 3040 Eagandale Place, Eagan, Minnesota. had seen 
Moussaoui arrive and depart in the company o a second male he 
described as Middle Eastern. Their vehicle he described as a 4 ~oor 
Subaru sedan, gold in color, whose license plate he believed was 
white with green lettering and ended with the numbers! I 

This vehicle was subsequently located at the 
~~~~~~IL~~~~~termined to be a 1991 Subaru 4 door sedan, 

b6 per FBI 
b7C 

b6 per I'BI 
b7C 

registered t, • 
with an address of b6 per FBI ,_.....__ ____ ....._____J _ b 7 c I 

{U) -- - -- ---u---- -- -uU ____ u __ uu~ As I I was not certain. of Moussaou~ I s exact b6 per FBI 
schedule for simulator sessions ,I fwas interviewed at his place b 7 C 
of employment on 08/16/2001 and provided a computer-generated 
itinerary which showed that Moussaoui was scheduled for four sessions 
in "full flight simulator B744-7" from 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. on 
Thursday 08/16/2001, Saturday 08/18/2001, Sunday 08/19/2001 and 
Monday 08/20/2001. It is not known why Moussaoui was not scheduled 
for a simulator on Friday 08/17/2001, but this gap may have occurred 
at his request as a result of the Muslim Sabbath. This 
computer-generated schedule has been placed in a lA envelope and 
made a part of captioned main file. 

(U) Investigation by Minneapolis Joint Terrorism ~ 
Force (JTTF) ·I:iq.:a:;L~n and Naturalization Service (INS) SAs I Iandi : :jrevealed the following information regar J.nb6 per ICE 
Mn:ss:~ui and e J.n J.vidual believed to be his companion,! b7C I _ I - -
- oussaoui, a resident of the United Kingdom, traveling on French 
passport #I !entered the u.s. at Chicago, Illinois on 
02/23/2001 on a visa waiver. Under the terms of the visa waiver 
program, citizens of certain countries may enter the U.S. withoub6 per ICE 
applying for a visa, however they are allowed to remain in the U.Sb7C 
for no more than 90 c;\ays from the date of entry. According the IN::; 
records, Moussaoui was admitted to the u.s. only until 05/22/2001 
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To: Counterterrorism From: Minneapolis 
{U-~ Re:- --~ _ 199M-MP-60130, 08/18/2001 

WI--

and was therefore in an overstay status and subject to arrest any 
time after this date. 

bJ per 
blC 

~----------------------------------------------------------------~ 
(U} As the vehicle had been located outside the Residence 

Inn on the afternoon of 08/16/2001 and Moussaoui was known to be 
scheduled for a simulator session beginning at 6: 0 o p.m. that evening, 
writer made the decision to request that INS arrest him on the overstay 
violation in order to delay his receiving any further training on 
the Boeing 747-400 aircraft until he could be interviewed and his 
true intentions determined. 

Pursuant to this, ph sical surveillance (FISUR} of 

ICE 

r=~-2~S*~~~~~~~~~a&&W-&~U------------------------------b7D per FBI 

. (U) A short time before s ~m. Moussaoui and) I 
were observed leav.ing room 1414. I !entered the driver's side 
of the Subaru while Moussaoui approac d the vehicle. Both 
:n4iydurls were informed of the identity of INS Agents! landb6 per 

I_ _and detained temporarily pending a determination of theib7C 
1mmigration status. Upon hearing that he was suspected of 
immigration violations, Moussaoui informed Agents that he was in 
possession of a valid extension document in his hotel room. He 
invited Agents to his room to view this document, which upon 
subsequent examination proved to be an extension request, not an 
actual visa waiver extension. Moussaoui was informed that this 
docum~nt was not proof of continued legal status in the u.s. and 
was asked for permission to search his room to discover additional 
documents. This request was refused. 

(U) Moussaoui was then placed under arrest without 
incident. During a search of his person, Agents discovered a short 
dagger with a scabbard in one of his :ockets . · b 6 per 
A subsequent consensual search ofJ !vehicle revealed an b7C 
additional folding knife under the dr1ver 1s seat which Moussaoui 
admitted was his. 

(U) After Moussaoui the 

ICE 

ICE 

~I-N~S~D-i.s.t~r_i_c_t __ o~f~f~i~c~e~fo~r~~~~~~~---------------------------b6 per ICE 
b7C 
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To: Counterterrorism From: Minneapolis 
HH ....... Re: ·~ 199M-MP-60130, 08/18/2001 

. (U)I I who had a key to the room and adv;sed that 
he was staying there with Moussaoui, gave written consent to search 
the room. This was done in the interest of Agent safet and included 
searches for weapons of bags and cases within on 
opening several bags and a small metal suitcase which 
indicated were Moussaoui•s, a laptop computer, numerou~s--a_v __ a_t~or.b6 per ICE 
study materials, a cellular telephone and one small "walkie-talkieb7C 
type radio were discovered. No additional weapons were found and 
Moussaoui•s effects were not searched beyond the above-described 
check for weapons and other dangerous items. Upon hearing that 
Moussaoui was subject to deportation from the U.s. and consequently 
would not be returning ,I I gave permission and assistance in 
removing Moussaoui•s belongings to an INS vehicle. Moussaoui 
subsequently gave verbal consent for the items to be brought to the 
INS district office and placed in storage. · 

~--------~<u~>~l---------------------------------------------b6 per ICE 

~----------------------------------------------------~fb7C 
em I 

(U) I 

b6 
b7 

r 

b6 
b7 

per ICE 
c 

per ICE 
c 

u 
~------~~~--------------------------------------~~-b6 per ICE 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------b7C 
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To: Counterterrorism From: Minneapolis 
{U} -Re~--- ---~ 199M-MP-60130, 08/18/2001 

bf per ICE 
b7C 

(U) I I 

I 
b6 per ICE 
b7C 

I 
(U) I I 

b6 per ICE 
b7C 
b7E 

(U) Jlindicated that Moussaoui was an extremelb6 per 
religious Mus im who had gained a reputation at the Anur Mosque f~ 7 C 
being f~r too hard line and outspoken in his beliefs. I , 
advised that he has heard him speak out against Israel and its measures 
against the Palestinians on numerous occasions. Moussaoui also 
regularly questioned why the Israelis are killing Muslims and yet 
receiving favorable press in the U.S. 

(U) I I indicated that Moussaoui believes that it 
is acceptable to ki11 civilians who harm Muslims and that he approveb6 per 
of martyrs. During this line of questioning,! lwas then askeb7C 
if he had ever heard Moussaoui make a plan to kill those who hazm 
Muslims and in so doing become a martyr. I ladmitted that 
he may have heard him do so, but that because it is not in his own 
heart to carry out acts of this nature, he claimed that he kept himself 
from actually hearing and understanding .. 

(0) I !related that in arguing his beliefs, 
Moussaoui has referred to religious orders written by, 
various Islamic scholars. dvised that he has seen hi~6 per 
~;1arious Patwas ne such scholar whose na,mb7C I ______ can recall is 7E 

w n Moussaoui was 
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HH To: ~~terterrorism From: Minneapolis 
-Re·:- ----~ 199M-MP-60130, 08/18/2001 

I 
b6 per ICE 
b7C 
b7E 

(U) Specifically,! !advised that Moussaoui holds 
the-following opinions regarding Islam: 

b6 per 
- True Muslims must prepare themselves to fight. Pursuant to thisb7C 
Moussaoui was able to persuad~ Ito begin physical exercise 
and martial arts training. As an example of this preparation, both 
Moussaoui and bad among their belongings padded gloves and 
shin guards for training in martial arts. 

- Moussaoui believes that it is the highest-level duty of Muslims 
everywhere tor 12~ th~uffering of MUslims in lands where thetJ6 per 
are oppressed. cited the specific examples of the b 7C 
Philippines, Cn1na,lie shmir, Kosovo, Macedonia, Palestine ar._ 
Bosnia as areas where Moussaoui stated this is occurring. 

- Moussaoui considers the U.s. full of unbelievers, ma,king it a place 
not fit for Muslims to reside. He has made this argument to many 
people at the~ Mosaye, causing them to consider him very extremEb6 per 

He has urged____ __ to finish his studies and leave the u.s. b 7C 

(U) Althoug~ !himself claimed that he does not 
share these beliefs, he 1ndicate that he might fight in a Jihad 
himself in the future if called.d !reacted with surpriseb6 per 
to the above · est ion and dela e for several seconds before b 7 C 

ed. 

(U) I I indicated that he is accompanying Moussaoui 
on this trip as a friend. He stated that he is aware that Moussaoui 
bas taken flight training with others in ~i!IQma ~ tbat he wished 
to continue his studies in Minneapolis. _!advised 'that he 
and Moussaoui drove up from Oklahoma in his car I arr ving on Saturdayb 6 per 
08/11/2001. Although he was. aware that Mousfaoui was scheduled fcb7C 
flight training ~hrough Monday, 08/20/2001,_ I claims that lhe himself was pl~ to·~ DR aynday. 08/19/20011 I 

(U) I I indicated that originally the agreement fQ .... 
finances on tne trip would be that he and Moussaoui would share b6 per 
expenses evenly. A short time after they di s:1ssed this, Moussaoub 7 C 
advised him that since he had askedj !to accompany him, he 
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To: ~terterrorism From: Minneapolis 
t~l------------------Re-:-----······-~ 199M-MP-60130, 08/18/2001 

would pay for gas and lodging, leavingj lresponsible onl}bb?6Cper ICE! 
for his own food. · 

b6 per ICE 
(U) l lis aware that Moussaoui had more than $10, 0Cb7C 

in his possess1on and that he received money from overseas via a 
bank in Norman, Oklahoma. He claimed to have no knowledge of the 
source of this income and indicated that Moussaoui was secretive 
in the extreme. As ·an example, he cited the fact that he himself 
knows Moussaoui only as Shaqil, and advised that he was extremely 
careful never to reveal his last name. 

b6 per ICE 
(U} J !advised that as far as he kriew, Moussao~b7C 

is simply in M1nneapolis for flight training. He did admit that 
he was aware that Moussaoui was interested in staying in Minneapolis 
for an additional two weeks to "study". Moussaoui had informed him 
of this and indicated that they would be moving to a cheaper hotel 
which he found on the internet. 

(U) Following this study,l !indicated that b6 per ICE 
Moussaoui intended that they drive to Denver~ Colorado and then Neb?C 
York City, before returning to Oklahoma.~_ ;Jstated that 
Moussaoui told him that they would "see ~e ica"d stated that 
he had no further information as to what Moussaoui was planning. 

(U) J Jprovided these explanations for the b6 per ICE 
following ite s in hisnd Moussaoui's possession: b7C 
- Binoculars. I thad no idea why Moussaoui had there and 
claimed he had not seen them in use. 

-The fighting gloves and shin guards.!n Jclaimed that bb?6Cper ICE 
Moussaoui had purchased a set of each ~ ebhvi~ed him to do tL~ 
same for himself so they could train to protect themselves against 
crime in the u.s. 

,..----. b6 per ICE 
-Waterproof hiking boots. I !advised that they were plannir:b?C 
to hike and enjoy nature. 

- Power Point 2002 computer program:rchased that day for more that>6 per 
$300, in cash by Moussaoui. I !claimed he did not know wtb?C 
Moussaoui purchased this software, \it advised that he had informe. ... 
him that he needed it immediately. 

- A p~:Jet containing guidelines in completing an Islamic willb6 per 
I I who had in his possession several sheets of notebook papEt 7 c 
with wr1 1ng believed to be in the Arabic language, indicated tha~ 
this was his Will. He explained that it is standard practice for 
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To: ~~terterrorism From: Minneapolis 
-HH Re!--- --J'\! 1.99M-MP-60130, 08/18/2001 

a Muslim to write out one's Will and that he had done so "long ago". 

-In addition to these items, Agents discovered a list which indicated 
that Moussaoui intended to purchase a handheld Global Positioning 
System (GFSl rec:iyer and to rent a camcorder for their sUbsequeDb6 per 
travels . !indicated that Moussaoui claimed that he intendeb 7 c 
to videotape var1ous scenes of natural beauty in the u.s. with th~ 
camcorder and to use the GPS to navigate during their cross country 
drive. Moussaoui planned to rent the camcorder rather than buying 
one as he claimed those manufaetured for the u.s. market were 
incompatible in Europe. 

(Ur-~h _-______________________ ---:h---tM:~--....,.--~---------------~..----.,. 

ICE 

b6 per ICE 
b7C 

Wl--------------- --- --- ------------------00 I 

{U)--------------- -------~1 I 

b6 per ICE 
b7C 
b~E Per FBI 

b6 per ICE 
b7C 

-h-hHh--~1 b6 per FBI 

~------------------------------------------~~b7C b7E 
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To: Counterterrorism From: Minneapolis 
-fU)------Re~ ----~ 199M-MP-60130, 08/18/2001 b6 per ICE 

b7C 

(U) After leavingl I writer and SA 
interviewed Moussaoui at the INS Detention Facility in ....,.~o~o~m~J.ngton, 
Minnesota. As this was a custodial interview, Moussaoui was provideb6 per ICE 
Miranda warnings and acknowledged that he understood them. He WSb7C 
then given the option of signing an INS advice of rights and waiver 
form, which he did. 

(U) For information, Moussaoui was extremely evasive in 
many of his answers given during the course of this and one subsequent 
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To: ~~terterrorism From: Minneapolis 
··Re·: ··~ 199M-MP-60130, 08/18/2001 

interview. Rather than answering numerous seemingly innocuous 
questions directly, he inquired about the need for interviewers to 
know or indicated that this was "a personal matter". In addition, 
he became extremely agitated when he understood the line of 
questioning to pertain to his religious beliefs, overseas travel 
and associates, and the source of financial support. 

.. ·· ····· ·· M Moussaoui began the interview by stating he was highly 
suspicious of immigration authorities in general because of a problem 
he had in the UK in 1993 while traveling on his identity card provided 
by the French Consulate in London. Moussaoui indicated that he was 
questioned extensively by immigration authorities who believed he 
was Algerian, despite his possession of valid French documents. 
Moussaoui related that he was saved from this difficulty only through 
a friend's acquaintance with a French Senator who interceded on his 
behalf, but whose name he could not recall. 

(U) Moussaoui also was extremely insistent that he be 
allowed to complete his training at Pan Am. In addition to this 
being one of the first issues he raised during this interview, 
Moussaoui indicated his need to finisp·this tfaining several tim~6 per ICE 
while he was being arrested. INS SA_ . who transported 
Moussaoui to the INS Detention Facility reported that he again state9.7C 
several times that he needed to complete his study and that he ·would 
voluntarily return to INS custody if he was released temporarily 
in order to finish. 

(U) Moussaoui stated that he came to the u.s. to be a 
pilot and has been a flight student at the Airman Flying School, 
1950 Goddard Avenue, Norman, Oklahoma 73069 since he arrived in 
February 2001. Since arriving at Airman, he has logged approximately 
50 hours of flight time in Cessna 152 aircraft. He advised that 
he took the FAA written exam, but failed it and did not wish to take 
the practical portion of the test. 

(U) Moussaoui indicated that he did not attempt to obtain 
his pilot' s license in the UK because of the expense. He explained 
that in order to fly in the UK as a student he would have needed 
to ~ire an additional aircraft and pilot to·follow him, making the 
cost of obtaining a license there several times what it would be 
in the U.S. He cited the fact that ·the Airman Flight School is full 
of foreign students as a result of the high cost of comparable training 
overseas. 

(U) Moussaoui explained his failure to complete training 
by stating that the instructors assigned to teach him to fly were 
too youthful and that he was no longer making progress. After being 
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told that he was not cut out to be a pilot, he resolved to follow 
his dream of flying a "big airplane". Moussaoui claims that it is 
for this reason that he approached Pan Am International Academy and 
paid $8,300 to fly the 747-400 simulator. He further indicated that 
he was doing so purely for enjoyment and that he eventually did intend 
to return to flying real airplanes in order to obtain his pilot's 
license. 

(U) Moussaoui, whose adgress is listed on his UK drivir.b6 per ICE 
license asl I Londo~ 1 indicated that he wor~ 
in the UK as a freelance marketing researcfier. When asked if th±_7C 
was his sole source of income, he indicated that he also works "here 
and there". When asked what that involved, Moussaoui at length 
referred to a busimess initiati~e with an Indonesian telephone c~rd 
company, but state~ that it did not work out. He was unable to g1ve 
even an approximate figure for his annual income, claiming that he 
did not pay taxes in the UK in 2000. 

(U) He also indicated that he earns some income from 
relatives in Saudi Arabia. When asked in what capacity this occurs, 
Moussaoui indicated that it is "absolutely legal, but private". b6 pe~ I'BI 
When asked how a business venture could be private, Moussaoui began b7c 
de cri n ns in Saudi Arabia, indicating that 

Saudi Arabia is married to a Saucb6 er ICE 
phonet c , whose last name he could not recall. Whe P 

~~o~describe the ·nature of the business, Moussaoui state6b7C 
that'he was trying to arrange the "import-export of some product". 
At length, Moussaoui indicated that the product was grape leaves 

which he wished to export from the South of France to Saudi Arabia, 
but that this venture had not panned out either. 

(U} Moussaoui advised that his employment in connection 
with marketing research consisted of telephoning people to conduct 
customer satisfaction interviews on behalf of various corporations 
who contract with his employer for this service. Moussaoui indicated 
that the name of the company he worked for was NOP, located in London, 
but could not recall what this stood for, being able to state only 
that the "N" stood for National. When questioned about this, . 
Moussaoui became angry and began "listing his academic qualifications, 
including a Master's Degree in International Business from Southbank 
University and an advanced degre~ in Commerce and Technology from 
the "Institute of Export", both believed to be located in the UK. 

(U} For information, among the documents Moussaoui 
presented to INS at the time of his ar~est was a deposit agreement 
from Arvest Bank, 200 East Main Street, Norman, Oklahoma 73069, 
telephone (405) 321-7170 shqwing that on 02/26/2001, he opened ~6 per ICE 
checking accound _j in the amount of $32,000. At no ti~b7 C 
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during this or one subsequent interview was Moussaoui able to give 
a convincing explanation for his source of income, especially 
considering that each of the business ventures he described, "did 
not work out" . He did claim that he saves all of his money and that 
he has been working since the age of 1.4, but became angry when it 
was suggested to him that this did not seem adequate to account for 
the large sums of money in his possession. 

havi 

b6 per ICE 
b7C 

(U) When asked why he resides in the UK, Moussaoui 
indicated that he was educated there and likes the qualities of the 
British people. He indicated that in his absence from the UK, his 
flat is being sub-let ted by friends. He was unable to name any 
specifically, but indicated that most of his friends in London are 
restaurant employees of Moroccan origin and that they are on the 
lower end of the financial scale. 

HH:~:·::~~-~~ ~ ~~u~:o~~a;:~e~l~~ :~~~~c~~~ ~i~ ~~~~iiur~~:~e~~ 
also advised that in connection with the Indonesian telephone card 
venture described above, he visited Malaysia for approximately three 
weeks, Indonesia for approximately one week and Pakistan for two 
months. He indicated that he was in Pakistan approximately six 
months ago and at first claimed that he was there in connection with 
the Indonesian tel~phone card venture. 

HJl ··· H· ··)$) When asked why the Malaysian and Indonesian visits 
were so much shorter than his trip to Pakistan, he explained that 
his reasons for being there were both connected to the business 
venture as well as personal. After being pressed to provide a reason, 
Moussaoui indicated that he was there attempting to get married, 
but that this did not work out. 

{U)··· ······ · ······· ~ Moussaaoui stated that he traveled to Karachi, 
Pakistan and that he stayed in hotels in that city the entire time. 

When asked who he contacted in Pakistan, he indicated that he was 
in touch with the brother of a close friend of Pakistani origin who 
resided in London. Although he was unable to rTcaa J Jhe brother'b6 per ICE 
name, he stated that his friend's nickname was_ _ Wh.en ask~7 C 
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for something more descriptive., Moussaoui stated that he could ncl) 6 per 
recall his friend's last name, but that his first wasl I b7C 

-(U·~·············~-~t;··-·d~~ t::n t~~~~;f i~ :er~;e:i~~=~~~~~~;~ ;ft~t~~r 
Pakistan, Moussaoui did not answer directly, but instead claimed 
that he was aware of what the interviewing Agents were trying to 
accuse him of as a result of his having watched television. This 
line of questioning caused him to become extremely agitated and he 
refused to discuss the matter further. 

·HH·-···············s-ho;ed···t~ e!~~=~1~i:~:;:i~i~~~~f2~~~s!~~~~e~~~co~~~;i~~ 6 per 
and that he had done so using Pakistani Visal I issued bll 
the High Commission for Pakistan in London on 12/04/2000. Ther~7C 
were no entry or exit stamps for Indonesia or Malaysia and no. visas 
to enter these countries in Moussaoui•s passport, which was issued 
by the French Consulate in London on 10/31/2000. When asked why 
these stamps did not appear, he indicated tha~ this document was 
a recently issued replacement for one which had gone through the 
washing machine. · 

(0) Later in the interv~ew Moussaoui also disclosed that 
he has traveled to Saudi Arabia in September 1996 for t1mmah, in order 
to fulfil a religious requirement. Moussaoui indicated that during 
this trip, foreign faithful are confined by the Saudi authorities 
to the areas around Jedd.ah and Medina and that he was unable to travel 
outside these cities. 

(O) Moussaoui indicated that he attended the Regent's 
Park Mosque in London and a small mosque near t!r University qf 

ICE 

ICE 

Oklahoma while in Norman. He stated that he me _ I 
while attending mosque and that thib6 per ICE 

two became frienrs, He ,.vised that he considers himself a religio'Ub 7 c 
Muslim and that_ _is as well. 

(U) Moussaoui became very agitated when asked if, on the 
basis of his religious beliefs, there are any particular Islamic 
scholars he follows. He claimed that "things are very clear for 
him" ·and that he is able to think for himself. Moussaoui indicated 
that he follows the Islamic practice of praying five times per day 
and of helping his Muslim brothers. He indicated that with regard 
to studying Fatwas, he is unable to read Arabic, only to speak it, 
and that this precludes his ability understand them. 

(0} When asked how he feels about the situation in Israel 
regarding their treatment of the Palestinians, Moussaoui indicated 
that this makes him sad. He stated that 11 seeing a six year old child 
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shot in the head" and watching Israel "take Arab land" makes him 
sad, but denied that any of this makes him angry. When asked if 
he has ever b~en so sad that he spoke openly about hurting people 
in retaliation, he stated that he must think about the answer to 
this question, ultimately refusing to give one. 

(U} Moussaoui indicated that he had avoided being drafted 
into the French Army as a result of unspecified family problems and 
the fact that he was ·studying for a degree at the time. He indicated 
that he had no weapons training of any kind, but that he had shot 
handguns once or twice in France with friends whose names he could 
not recall. Moussaoui stated that he would like to learn to use 
weapons as he is curious about them, but repeated that he has never 
previously been taught to use one. Minneapolis opines that Moussaoui 
was being deceptive in stating that he has never been trained in 
the use of weapons based on his reaction to the questions. 

to} Moussaoui indicated that upon completion of his b 6 training at Pan Am, he an~ !planned to travel to New Yo~ per 
City to "see sites", including the Statue of Liberty, the "Bmpi~b7C 
State" and the "White House". He also advised that he planned to 
travel to Denver to do some unspecified business with United Air 
Lines. Following this travel, Moussaoui indicated that he planned 
to return to Oklahoma and fly back to the UK. This concluded the 
08/16/2001 interview. 

(U) As requested, I !voluntarily reported to thb6 per 
INS office on the morning of 08/17/2001. He consented to being b7C 
interviewed a second time and also to giving two sworn statement~ 
which were recorded on INS forms. one sworn statement {enclosed), 
pertained to what he understands to be Moussaoui' s beliefs regarding 
Islam and the course to be followed by Muslims. 

ICE 

ICE 

(U} I !reiterated much of the same information frcb6 per ICE 
the previous evening. He again indicated that he was aware thatb7C 
Moussaoui has strong beliefs, but repeated that he was not aware 
of any specific plan. He did indicate that Moussaoui does not like 
anyone who is not a Muslim, and advised that he has stated that he 
would work in any way possible to make the lives of nonbelievers 
more difficult. 1 jadded that if Moussaoui were to perceive 
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that a nonbeliever is harming a Muslim in any way,· he bet~~ tha'i 
Moussaoui would work to harm the nonbeliever secretly. _ 
emphasized the secrecy aspect of Moussaoui•s general coniUd , b6 per 
indicating that he was extremely unwilling to reveal details aboUb7C 
himself, or even give his _last name to others. I )cited as 
an example the fact that he himself only knew Moussaoui Dy his 
nickname, Shaqi~. 

(U) In describing the source of Moussaoui's beliefs, 
I I indicated that he follows the teachings of a Sheikh, whose 

identity he has not revealed tq Jndicated that 
Moussaoui lained his reason for keeping his Sheikh a secret is 
tha OUld not approve Of him because Of his VieWS and becaUSb6 per 
of h s na in. When asked if he was speaking about Usa~b7C 
Bin Laden, advised that he did not believe this was the 
case. He n cate that the only reference he has seen Moussaoui 
make to Bin Laden occurred when the two were watching. CNN on television 
and his picture appeared. !lindicated that Moussaoui called 
his attention to Bin Laden, but did not comment further on him. 

(U} In addition to the Unidentified Sheikh,l lgave 
several other examples of quotations from Islamic prophets which 
Moussaoui draws upon as justification for his beliefs and actions. 
I pt.ated that Moussaoui quoted omar Ibn Al Khat tar, referred 
to as the companion prophet, "teach your children how to swim, rid ... 6 a horse and to know how to fight 11 • He indicated that Moussaoui useb per 
this as justification for his physical training and preparation fcb7C 
fighting. In referring to Moussaoui•s dislike of living in any 
country which doesn 1 t follow strict Islamic law, he quoted the prophet 
Mohammed in saying, "If he does something good in Islam, love him 
that ;ucn. If he does something bad in Islam, hate him that much." 
I : li.naicated that Moussoui 1 s dislike of countries not adhering 
to Is am1c law extends to secular Muslim states. 

(U} Although he had earli~r stated that Moussaoui did 
not have any friends or associates in Norman} ~ater admitted 
that Moussaoui did associate with other s~udents from Muslim 
countries at Airman Flight School. He was also aware that Moussaoui 
was friendly with two instructors there of Pakistani origin, althougb6 per 
he was unable to provide their names. He was aware of tw:;:i;hb7C 
~~~~A--.~~ whom Moussaoui associated meal _______ b7E 

phonetic} and his roommate rom a n. 
i------,..-o""uld add no further detail n exce t to state 

· d mosque. 
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(U 

b6 per ICE 
b7C 

(U) Moussaoui was again questioned on the afternoon of 
08/17/2001. He indicated that he has no criminal record in France, 
and that his "file is clear". Moussaoui stated that he has never 
been in jail · · 
authorities. 

b6 per ICE 
b7C 
b7 Per FBI 

(U) Although Moussaoui began this second interview in 
a very subdued manner, in an attempt to appear cooperative, as the 
questions began to touch on the gaps in his financial support, his 
reasons for training at Pan Am and his religious beliefs, he became 
increasingly angry. He was again unable to convincingly explain 
his source of income, now indicating that the money came from friends 
in the UK. When asked their names, he indicated that whose 
true name he had been unable to recall the da r provided 
him money. He added that:l !full name wa (phonetib6 per ICE 
and that he worked as an ' whcb 7 C 
name he could not recall. Wl 
pressed for other names of people who have rov ded h m fl.nancjb7E per FBI 
support, he indicated that there was a LNU in Germany as well. 

. Moussaoui was unable to name the city wher i ves, his place 
of employment, a telephone number or even a means by which they met 
or contact one another. 

(U) In continuing to attempt to explain his presence in 
the·u.s. and at Minneapolis, Moussaoui repeated that he was simply 
intere·sted in learning to fly. He gave as an example of this the 
names of several other flight training facilities in the u.s., 
including Flight Safety International and the University of Minnesota 
flying program. He indicated that Pan Am International Flight 
Academy, which he contacted after seeing their web site, offered 
to trat: f:;j qn sTudents just like him. He indicated that he dealt 
withal at Pan Am headquarters in Miami and had been tolt)6 per 
that t s a1n1ng was open to him. He further stated that as alb 7C 
of these schools advertised on the internet, he could show 
interviewing agents if allowed access to a computer. He was then 
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asked if· such materials were on his laptop computer, to which he 
quickly replied in the neg"tive. In writer's opinion the suggestion 
that his laptop might be accessed by the FBI clearly provoked an 
extremely strong·emotional reaction. 

(U) For information, a subsequent internet check of 
Minnesota Aviation Educational Institutions provided by the 
Minnesota Department of Transportation revealed that the University 
of Minnesota Twin Cities campus does not have a flight training 
program. The only aviation-related training offered there are 
degree programs in Aerospace Engineering. 

(U} Moussaoui also disclosed for the first time that he 
was the owner of a beige Ford Taurus registered in the state of 
Oklahoma which is parked in front of his apa-rtment building. When 
asked why he did not drive this car to Minneapolis, he gave no answer. 

{U) Moussaoui was then confronted with the information 
that he was known to be an extremist intent on using his past and 
future aviation training in furtherance of a terrorist goal. He 
was asked to provide the name of his group, the religious scholars 
whom they tollowed, and to describe his plan in detail. Moussaoui 
was visibly surprised at the mention that he was a member of a group 
and that the FBI/INS were aware that he subscribed to fundamentalist 
beliefs. He began repeating his earlier claims that he was here 
to enjoy the 747-400 simulator and that- this was all that interested 
him. A short time after this, he invoked his right to "an immigration 
lawyer" and questioning was halted. 

(U) For information, since his arrest Moussaoui has 
Gontended that he did not violate any immigration laws and that he 
has been detained unlawfully. He continually referred to the visa 
waiver extension request as a valid document which would allow him 
to legally remain in the U.S. He stated several times that if he 
had known this would happen, he would have left the U.S. and returned 
on a second visa waiver. In addition, he advised that when deported, 
he will simply go to the u.s. Embassy in London and obtain a visa 
to travel to the u.s. in order to complete his training. 

(U) Minneapolis believes that Moussaoui is an Islamic 
extremist preparing for some future act in furtherance of radical 
fundamentalist goals. The numerous inconsistencies in his story, 
his two month long trip to Pakistan which ended less than three weeks 
before coming to the u.s., and his inability to explain his source 
of financial support all give cause to believe he.is conspiring to 
commit a terrorist act, especially when this information is combined 
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b6 per ICE 
with his extremist views as described by~l ______ _.lin his sworn b 7C 
statement. 

{U) As Moussaoui was in the process of gathering the most 
knowledge and skill possible in order to learn to fly the Boeing 
747-400, Minneapolis believes that his plan involved an aircraft 
of this type. This is especially compelling when considering that 
the 400 series of this aircraft has a smaller flight crew and is 
more automated than other versions, lending itself to simpler 
operation QY relative novices. His request of Pan Am that he be 
permitted to fly a simulated flight from London's Heathrow Airport 
to New York's JFK Airport is suggestive and gives Minneapolis reason 
to believe that he may have been attempting to simulate a flight 
under the conditions which he would operate while putting his plan 
into motion in the future. 

(U) Since it is reasonable to expect that some time might 
have elapsed between Moussaoui 's training at Pan Am and the execution 
of his plan, Minneapolis believes that he may have intended to amass 
a large supply of study aids which would have allowed him to maintain 
reasonable currency or at least familiarity with the 747-400 aircraft 
in the interim. Minneapolis believes that this is why he purchased 
the Power Point software in such a hurried fashion after viewing 
the briefings provided him at Pan Am and why he had in his possession 
several 747-400 flight manuals. 

(U) Although! I claimed to have no knowledge ofb6 per FBI 
Moussaoui's actual plan, Minneapolis opines that he was being b7C 
deceptive in trying to minimize both his understanding of and . 
involvement in whatever Moussaoui was planning to do. In addition 
to the numerous inconsistencies in his story regarding his reason 
for coming to Minneapolis,! I explanation for his planned 
trave~ to Pakistan likewise is farfetched. Minneapolis believes 
tha~ _ fintends to travel to Pakistan to receive training or 
indoc r1nation which will be used in furtherance of this plan. 

(U) On the basis of investi ation to date, Minneapolis 
·has reason to believe that Moussaoui and others yet unknown 
are conspiring to commit violations o e era criminal code as set 
forth in Title 18 Section 2332b, entitled Acts of terrorism 
transcending national boundaries, in that they are "attempt1ng ob6 per FBI 
conspiring to destroy or damage any structure, conveyance, or otheb 7 C 
real or personal property within th~ United States". Further, 
statements made by both Moussaoui and t;:iemonstrate that they 
have used interstate and foreign commerce 1n furtherance of the 
offense. · 
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(U) In addition, information developed relating to 
Moussaoui•s training on the Boeing 747-400 aircraft gives reason 
to believ~ that he is also conspiring to commit violations as 
specified under Title 18 Section 32, entitled Destruction of aircraft 
or aircraft facilities, in that, on the basis of his possession of 
weapons and his preparation through physical training for violent 
confrontation, his plan is believed to involve the performance of 
violence or incapacitation of individuals on aircra.ft in the special 
aircraft jurisdiction of the United States or on any civil aircraft 
employed in :foreign air commerce, :for the purpose of seizing control 
of the aircraft for his own ends. Investigation has not yet shown 
what these ends are, but information pertaining to this is expected 
to be developed through future investigation. 

(U) Pursuant to MIOG Section 265-3, Investigative Policy 
and Procedures, Minneapolis will open an investigation under the 
265 (criminal) classification as investigation under captioned 
pending 199 matter has developed information indicating a terrorist 
or terrorist group is presently engaged in the specific criminal 
acts described above. 

(U) Minneapolis requests thatl l b7E per FBI 
:llll.;i.ti~a;!.lc d;i.ICW!IBI ri• matter with thej I 
l_at DOJ and secure auth0r1zat1on for 

irineapo 1s to contact t e United States Attorney's Office in the 
District of Minnesota pursuant to determining the full merit for 
criminal prosecution and obtaining search warrants for Moussaoui•s 
effects; vehicles and residence and subpoenas for his financial and 
telephone toll records. Minneapolis wishes to emphasize the urgency 
of this matter in reminding recipients that it is as yet unknoWn 
how far advanced the plan is or how many as yet unidentified 
co-conspirators exist. The LHM enclosed for th~ ~s 
provided to facilitate this process. 

(U) Minneapolis request that London and Paris provided 
enclosed LHMs to host government security and law enforcement 
authorities as appropriate in order to request their assistance in 
fully identifying captioned subject and any associates yet unknown. 
Minneapolis has yet to identify contacts local+;, ,;:ipr to the 

conclusion that the majority of Moussaoui' .s and f suppo:rb 6 per 
originates in Oklahoma od]' oyersea s This is supper ed oussaoui 'b 7 c 
residency in London an _ !admission that he is aware tha~ 
Moussaoui receives funds from overseas via his bank in Norman, 
Oklahoma. 

{O) Minneapolis believes that the preponderance of 
information to be gained from :future investigation will concern the 
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specific criminal acts set forth aboye. However I as there is reason 
.it~o~b~e;;l~i:teiv~e~t~ha~t~Mio~u;sis:a:fo~u~id,;an;;d~l~~:at~~~~a;;;r~e;,..r: Dlar:::t:::o:f:::a:::l:Larq::::~e:r:::b 6 per ,..; ..... • ... ~;,.....,.2, ..-2A;,.21 ~- __,_ . .,. ;a+- I b7C I 

FBI 

LBAD(s) :, 

Set: Lead 1: 

COUNTERTERRORISM 

b7E 

i1JI------ -- ~ I ! . b7E ---~ ~ ;moue illl..l;g 1tiously 
· contact I at DOJ in 

oider to secure auth0r1zahon !or <nne;:s to c=the united 

per FBI 
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States Attorney's Office in the District of Minnesota pursuant to 
criminal prosecution in a parallel 265A matter. The LHM enclosed 
for thel I is provi~ed to facilitate this process 

Set Lead 2: b7E per FBI 

INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES 

Wl- ---------- --)!Q For information. Read and clear. 

Set Lead 3: 

PARIS 

AT PARIS, FRANCE 

(U) Provide enclosed Letterhead Memorandum to host 
government security services as appropriate. Forward to Minneapolis 
any information developed relating to captioned subjects or 
associates. 

Set Lead 4: 

LONDON 

AT LONDON I ENGLAND 

-(UJ -~) Provide enclosed Letterhead Memorandum to host 
government security services as appropriate. Forward to Minneapolis 
any information provided by them relating to captioned subjects or 
associates. 

Set Lead 5: 

OKLAHOMA CITY 

AT NORMAN I OKLAHOMA 

- -- - - --¥ Oklahoma City is requested to initiate investigations 
as necessa~to fully identify the following individuals who have 
surfaced in connection with captioned matter: 

b6 per FBI 
b7C 
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•• b6 per FBI 
b7C 
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In Reply, P1cuc Rarer to 
FileNo. 

u.s.~~entofJasdce 
Federal Bureau of 

Minneapolis., Minnesota 
August 19, 2001 

MOOSSAOOI, ZACARIAS; 
IT - OTHER 

·{U·)··················)s:{ This document is classified ~ 
·(.U)···-··························~ Nature .of .investigation: International Terrorism 

{UL.... (199M-MP-60130) 
········· 

b7E per FBI 

Request of Minneapolis: Provide identifying information on 
captioned subject and any information pertaining to his activities 
and known associates connected with radical Islamic causes. 

(U) Inyestigatiye Summa£1 

jl]t-------:c-:-=.;-,~~ ~~t~~~~:s w:U!!~~~~e~~~er Minnea,~~· b~ per FBI 
I_ ------ France, was 1n the process of rece1v1ng simu ator b7C 

ra1n1ng 1n e oeing 747-400 aircraft at Minneapolis. What made 
this unusual is that Moussaoui was not a pilot and had minimal aviation 
experience. 

iS·)···-····························~-~~;~di~~~ig:e t~:~!i!~Y c:~t=~i~~i~~ ~::a t~~i~~~g si:U~a~~~;y to 

train airline pilots from all over bhe world. Training conducted 
there co~sists exclusively of initial training for newly hired 
airline pilots or update/refresher tra;i.ning given to active airline 
pilots. In both cases, t.he typical student holds a Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) Airline Transport Pilot (ATP) rating or foreign 
equivalent, is employed by an airline, and has several thousand flight 
hours. · 

i·Ul················~:~~····~~····~~ct ~f~~a~~f~ ;~~~· sn~~~dO:Ua~~~ra:i~e Mi~~i~r~i~r~~ 
and had paid $8,000-$9,000 dollars in cash fo;r training on the Boeing. 
747 Model 400 aircraft.simulator. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your aqency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your aqency. 
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·(Ul·······································································ft,E Moussaoui ' s ground school instructor, who is a 
retired airline pilot with more than 10,000 flight hours in a wide 
variety of aircraft, was subsequently interviewed regarding 
Moussaoui. The instructor is a contract employee of Pan Am who 
travels to Minneapolis in order to train students and has been doing 

······ .... );c;.( so for several years.. He characterized Moussaoui as unlike any other 
student with whom he has worked. 

/'( The instructor described Moussaoui as a Middle Eastern male, age 30-40, 
5'9"-5'11" in height with a heavy build and a trimmed beard. He 
indicated that he spoke French-accented English and advised that 
he was very amiable. The instructor noted that Moussaoui was 
extremely reticent in discussing his background, but did indicate 
that he had been born in the South of France, but was now living 
in London, England. 

-{~]}·················································-·················-~ The instructor noted that although Moussaoui lacked 
aviation experience and knowledge, there were certain systems on 
the 747-400 in which he was particularly interested. Although the 
instructor himself brought the subject up, he indicated Moussaoui 
was extremely interested in the aircraft doors and their operation. 

He indicated that Moussaoui seemed surprised to learn that the doors 
cannot normally be opened in flight because of the pressurization 
of the cabin of the aircraft. 

-~·U·)-·········-·····-····································~ The other system in which Moussaoui was interested 
was the Mode Control Panel (MCP) . This is the portion of the 
aircraft's avionics suite ·which controls the aircraft when flying 
in an automated mode and what allows the 747-400 Series aircraft 
to have a two-person flight crew as opposed to earlier models which 
required additional pilots. The instructor indicated that at the 
time they did their one simulator session, Moussaoui ~lready knew 
how to operate the MCP from previous study. For information, the 
instructor explained that the level of automation provided by the 
MCP gives the 747-400 the ability to fly, navigate, and in some modes 
land in a fully automated manner. 

·{Ul ······· ························-·················~ The instructor stated that for his upcoming 
high-fidelity simulator sessions, Moussaoui stated that he would 
"love" to fly a simulated flight from Heathrow Airport in England, 
to John F. Kennedy airport in New York, to include all navigation 
and communications. He offered no explanation as to why he wished 
to do this. The instructor was also aware that Moussaoui was 
interested in booking additional simulator sessions after he finished 
his currently scheduled syllabus. 

{0) Investigation by Minneapolis Joint Terrorism Task 
Force (JTTF) Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) Special 
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Wl------

Agents revealed the following information regarfina Mgussaoui and, b6 per ICE 
the individual believed to be traveli;ng with him,_ · lb7C I 
- Moussaoui, a resident of the United Kingdom, traveling on French 
passport! I entered the u.s. at Chicago, Illinois on b6 per ICE 
02/23/2001 on a visa waiver. Under the terms of the visa waiver b7C 
program, citizens of certain countries may enter the U.S. without 
applying for a visa, however they are allowed to remain in the u.s. 
~or no more than 90 days from the date of entry. According the INS 
records, Moussaoui was admitted·to the u.s. only until 05/22/2001 
and was therefore in an overstay status and subject to arrest any 
time after this date. 

-I 

----·······-···········;M::: As these individuals had been located by the afternoon 
of 08/16/2001 and Moussaoui was known to be scheduled for a simulator 
session beginning at 6:00 p.m. that evening, INS was requested to 

b6 per ICE 
b7C 

arrest him on the overstay violation in order to delay his receiving b 6 per ICE 
any further training on the Boeing 747-400 aircraft until he couldb7C 
be interviewed and his true intentions determined. When arrested, 

. Moussaoui was armed with a small sheathed knife in his pocket and 
admitted fhat a larger folding-blade knife found under the seat of I _car was his. 

(U) Subsequent interyi;ws of both men and a consensual 
search of the effects of !revealed the following: b6 per ICE 
~----~· b7C -1 1 during an interview on the evening of 08/16/2001, . 

described Aoussaoui's beliefs as having characteristics known-to 
be consistent with those held by radical Islamic FUndamentalists. b6 per ICE 

He also admitted that Moussaoui is preparing himself to fight andb7C 
has expressed approval of martyrs in the past. 

- During this same interview ,I I indicated that Moussaoui S hat it is acceptable to kill civilians who harm Muslims. b6 per ICE 
was also asked if he had ever heard Moussaoui make a plan b 7 c 
se who harm Muslims and in so doing become a martyr himself. 
admitted that he may have heard him do so, but that because 
n his own heart to carry out acts of this nature, he claimed 

that he kept h~mself from actually hearing and understanding. 
. b6 per ICE 

- In a sworn statement signed on 08/17/20011 !indicated that b7C 
Moussaoui, whom he knows as Sbaqil, would hi~ "non-believers", 
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described as Jews and Christians, secretly if he believed they were 
harming Muslims. 

- Moussaoui was unable to give a convincing explanation for his paying 
Pan Am $8,300 for 747-400 training. Although he indicated that he 
had completed approximately 50 hours of instruction in. light aircraft 
ac a flying school in Norman, Oklahoma, his level of aviation 
experience was in no way adequate to qualify him for this training. 
His continued insistence that this was indulging a desire for a 

"joy ride" clashed with the seriousness with which he was studying 
and preparing and his anxiousness to return to this when released. 
from INS custody. When arrested, he had among his belongings several 
Boeing 747-400 Flight Manuals and is believed to have been making 
provisions to acquire additional data about this aircraft through 
electronic means. 

- Moussaoui had no convincing explanation for the large sums of money 
known to have been in his possession during his time in the United 
States. For information, upon arrival in the U.S. he is known to 
have opened a checking account with a deposit of $32,000 at a bank 
in Norman, Oklahoma. Minneapolis opines that Moussaoui's income 
frQm his self-described employment as a freelance telemarketer in 
the UK would not be adequate to allow him to spend' $8,300 for aviation 
training of no value to his stated goal of becoming a pilot. Although 

I I indicated that he is aware that Moussaoui receives money b6 per FBI 
from overseas via a bank in Norman, Oklahoma, he had no information. b 7C 
as to the source. 

- Moussaoui was likewise unable to convincingly explain a trip to 
Pakistan lasting from December 2000 until February 2001, initially 
informing Agents that this was for "per~onal reasons". He later 
indicated that he was in Pakistan in attempting to find a wife. 
Recipients will note that Moussaoui arrived in the U.S. only 16 days 
after leaving Pakistan. 

(U~ Minneapolis believes that Moussaoui and, to a lesEJer 
extent, I I were deceptive in their answers regarding their b 6 per 
reasons fore1ng in the U.S. and their involvement in terrorist b 7C 
activities. 

(U} Descriptiye Data on Zacarias Moussaoui 

Wl-------~----------------------··················------------·-···--~ The following information was obtained through 
interview of Moussaoui or from documents he presented the INS Agents 
upon his arrest. 
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lloussaoui whose address is listed on his .:!f =~ b 6 per 
~!~:s:is rs o wo n erv ew:~ stating he was Ji~~~IJ~ks b 7 C 
of immigration authorities in general becau~e of a problem he had 
in the UK in 1993 while traveling on his identity card provided by 
the French Consulate in London. Moussaoui indicated that he was 
questioned extensively by UK immigration authorities who believed 
he was Algerian, despite his possession of valid French documents. 

Moussaoui related that he was saved from this difficulty only through 
a friend's acquaintance with a French Senator who interceded on his 
behalf, but whose name he could not recall. 

(U) Moussaoui indicated that he works in the OK as a 
freelance marketing researcher. When asked if this was his sole 
source of income, he indicated that he also works "here and there". 

When asked what that involved, Mous'saoui at length referred to a 
business initiative with an Indonesian telephone card company, but 
stated that it d~d not work out. He was unable ~o give even an 
approximate figure for his annual income, claiming that he did not 
pay taxes in the UK in 2000. 

(U) He also indicated that he earns some income from 
·relatives in Saudi Arabia. When asked in what capacity this occurs, 
Moussaoui indicated that it is "absolutely legal, but private". 
When asked how a business venture could be private, Moussaoui began 
describing his family connections in Saudi Aa:'abia without attempting 
to answer the question. While being pressed to describe ·the nature 
of the business, Moussaoui stated that he was trying to arrange the 
"import-export of some product". At length, Moussaoui indicated 
that the product was grape leaves which he wished to export from 
the South of France to Saudi Arabia, but that this venture had not 
been successful either. 

(U) Moussaoui advised that his employment in connection 
with marketing research consisted of telephoning people to conduct 
customer satisfaction interviews on behalf of various corporations 
who contract with his employer for this service. Moussaoui indicated 
that the name of the company he worked for was NOP, located in London, 
but could not recall what the initials stood for, being able to state 
only that the "N" represented National. When questioned about this, 
Moussaoui became angry and began listing his academic qualifications, 
including a Master's Degree in International Business from Southbank 
University and an advanced degree in Commerce and Technology from 
the "Institute of Export", both believed to be' located in the OK. 

{U-)-·····-··································-····-·····-········-~ Among the documents contained in his passport folder 
which he presented to INS Agents was a slip from Barclays Bank PLC, 
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Dulwich Group, 223/229 Rye Lane, Peckham, London SE15 :~ telephone b 6 per 
0171-6396411 with the words, "Savings, a/c No.I ____ lwritten 
on it. It is not known if Moussaoui is the account: o er on this b 7 C 
account, but Minneapolis considers it likely. 

(U) Moussaoui indicated that he is a French citizen, 
having been born in France to Moroccan parents . When asked why he 
resides in the UK, Moussaoui indicated that he was educated there 
and likes the qualities of the British people. He indicated that 
in his absence from the UK, his flat is being sub-letted by friends. 

He was unable to name any specifically, but indicated that most 
of his friends in London are restaurant employees of Moroccan origin 
and that they are on the lower end of the financial scale. 

·Wl························· ··················~ Moussaoui also indicated that he has a close friend 
of Pakist~i"origin who resides in Londr .. yen first interviewed, b6 per 
he stated that his friend's nickname wa~- _ but that he was unable b 7 C 
to remember his true name. Q an 1.ntervir gonducte~ the next 
day MQussaoui indicated tha was· actually_ . phonetic) 
and that he lived in London an worked as an executive for a. large 
Dutch Company whose name he could not recall. 

·(UJ-.. ~~~-~-~~~-~ .. ~a:~:::~~;i~~a~!~ ~r:ft i;o ~~~t count~~ot~e~r!:ious 
examination of Moussaoui's French Passport showed that he entered· 
Pakistan on 12/09/2000 and exited on 02/07/2001 and that he had done b6 per 
so using Pakistani Vi sal lis sued by the High Commission for b 7 C 
Pakistan in Lqndon on 12/04/2000. Moussaoui indicated that current 
passport was a r~cently issued replacement for one which had gone 
through the washing machine. 

(U) Moussaoui stated that he attended the Regent's Park 
Mosque in London and a small mosque near the University of Oklahoma 
while in Norman. He advised that 'he considers himself a religious 
Muslim, but became. very agitated when asked if, on the basis of his 
re-ligious beliefs, there are any particular Islamic scholars he 
follows. He claimed that "things are very clear for bim" and that 
he is able to think for himself. Moussaoui indicated that he follows 
the Islamic practice of praying five times per day and of helping 
his Muslim brothers. He indic~ted that with regard to studying 
Fatwas (Islamic religious decrees), he is unable to read Arabic, 
only to speak it, and that this precludes his ability understand 
them. 

(U) Minneapolis believes that Moussaoui is an Islamic 
extremist preparing for some future act in furtherance of radical 
fundamentalist goals. The numerous inconsistencies in_his story, 
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his two month long trip to Pakistan which ended less than three weeks 
before coming to the u.s., and his inability to explain his source 
of financial support all give cause to believe. he.is conspiring to 
commit a terrorist act, especial·ly when thl s jnfonnafion is combined 
with his extremist views as described by b6 per 

{UJ .................... ~:-~:·:~~~~-~l~i~~h:r ~i:~:~e~n f~t;h~e~~:n~~a~~~~n~~n J= ~~s b 7 C 
Kennedy airport during his training at Pan Am, there is reason to 
believe that PtXoussaoui 's plan has elements rooted in_ the UK and that 
he has associates there who are assisting him. 

Co> &eauest of Minneapolis 

-{Uf--------------------.. ----------·-········------·-···----·~ Minneapolis requests full identifying information 
be provided on Moussaoui and any associates residing in the OK who 
can be identified in connection with his activities described above. 
Information which will be particularly beneficial to Minneapolis• 

investigation includes the following: 

- Names of associates known to be involved with radical Islamic 
Fundamentalist causes. 

- Information on Moussaoui's sources of financial support and 
previous employment. · 

- Additional foreign travel from the UK by Moussaoui which does not 
appear in his replacement passport. · 

-Information on previous contact with Moussaoui by security services 
or law enforcement in the OK. 

- Information regarding education and training received by Moussaoui 
in the UK. 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
FileNo. 

U.S. Department of Justice 
FedeJ:al Bureau of 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 
August 19, 2001 

MOUSSAOUI, ZACARIAS; 
IT - OTHER 

(U) This document is classified by paragraph. 

(U) Nature of investigation: International Terrorism 

(U) Reqt;est of Minneapolis: Provide identifying information on 
captioned s.ubject and any information pertaining to his background 
and known associates connected with radical Islamic causes. 

(U) Investigative Summary 

!U·)··· ················ H··~ This investigation was initiated after Minnea~olis 
received information that ·zacarias Moussaoui, bornllin 

I I France, was in the process of receiving simu ator 
training in the Boeing 747-400 aircraft at Minne~polis. What made 
this unusual is that Moussaoui was not a pilot and had minimal aviation 
experience. 

{U~ ····· ..... --~~~~~~~~-~~g~e t~:~~~~~Y c:~t:~i~~i~~ ~::s t~~t~~~g st:u~a~~~!Y to 
train airline pilots from all over the world. Training conducted 
there consists exclusively of initial training for newly hired 
airline pilots, or update/refresher training given to active airline 
pilots. In both cases, the typical student holds a Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) Airline Transport Pilot (ATP) rating or foreign 
equivalent, is employed by an airline, and has several thousand flight 
hours. 

{U) . ··H~~~~ ~~ ~~~ct M~t:~a::f~ c~~~~· sn~~;cJua~~r~b1~e M~~;i~r;~~r~~ 
and had paid $8,000-$9,000 dollars in cash for training on the Boeing 
747 Model 400 aircraft simulator. 

b6 per FBI 
b7C 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the pxoperty of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents axe not to be distributed outside youx agency. 
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variety of aircraft, was subsequently interviewed regarding 
Moussaoui. The instructor is a contract employee of Pan Am who 

1U) travels to Minneapolis in order to train students and has been doing 
\ ··... so for several years. He characterized Moussaoui as unlike any other 

·.. student with whom he has worked.· · 
~The instructor described Moussaoui as a Middle ·Eastern male, age 30-40, 

5'9"-5'11" in height with a heavy build and a trimmed beard. He 
indicated that he spoke French-accented English and advised that 
he was very amiable. The instructor noted that Moussaoui was 
extremely reticent in discussing his background, but did indicate 
that he had been born·in the South of France, but was now living 
in London, England. 

·HJ)·· ... · · ~ The instructor noted that although Moussaoui lacked 
aviation experience and knowledge, there were certain systems on 
the 747-400 in which he was particularly interested. Although the 
instructor himself brought the subject up, he indicated Moussaoui 
was extremely interested in the aircraft doors and their operation. 

He indicated that Moussaoui seemed surprised to learn that the doors 
cannot normally be opened in flight because of the pressurization 
of the cabin of the aircraft. 

-(U~... ...... ········· -~ The other system in which Moussaoui was interested 
was the Mode Control Panel (MCP) . This is the portion of the 
aircraft's avionics suite which controls the aircraft when flying 
in an automated mode and what allows the 747-400 Se~ies aircraft 
to have a two-person flight crew as opposed to earlier models which 
required additional pilots. The instructor indicated that at the 
time they did their one simulator session, Moussaoui already knew 
how to operate the MCP from previous study. For information, the 
instructor explained that the level of automation provided by the 
MCP gives the 747-400 the ability to fly, navigate, and in some modes 
land in a fully automated manner. 

Wl ... ·· ··· .... ·· -~ The instructor stated that for his upcoming 
high-fidelity simulator sessions, Moussaoui stated that he would 
"love" to fly a simulated flight from Heathrow Airport in England, 
to John F. Kennedy airport in New York, to include all navigation 
and communications. He offered no explanation as to why he wished 
to do this. The instructor was also aware that Moussaoui was 
inte'rested in booking additional simulator sessions after he finished 
his currently scheduled syllabus. 

(U) Investigation by Minneapolis Joint Terrorism Task 
Force (JTTF) Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) Special 
Agents revealed the following information regarding Moussaoui and b6 per ICE 
the individual believ~d to be traveling with him,J I b 7C 
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- Moussaoui, a resident of the United Kingdom, traveling on French 
passport #I I entered the U.S. at Chicago, Illinois on b 6 ICE 
02/23/2001 on a v1sa waiver. Under the terms of the visa waiver per 
program, citizens of certain countries may enter the U.S. withoutb7C 
applying for a visa, however they are allowed to remain in the U.S. 
for no more than 90 days from- the date of entry. According the INS 
records, Moussaoui was admitted to the U.S. only until 05/22/2001 
and was therefore in an overstay status and subject to arrest any 
time after this date. 

-I 

--- ---- -- - .)$_{ As these individuals had been located by the afternoon 
of 08/16/2~and Moussaoui was known to be scheduled for a simulator 
session beginning at 6:00 p.m. that evening, INS was requested to 
arrest him on the overstay violation in order to delay his receiving 

b6 per 
b7C 

any further training on the Boeing 747-400 aircraft until he could b 6 er 
be interviewed and his true intentions determined. When arrested, P 
Moussaoui was armed with a small sheathed knife in his pocket and b7C 
admitted fhat a larger folding-blade knife found under the seat of· 
I _car was his. 

ICE 

ICE 

(U} Subsequent interviews of both men and a consensual b 6 per ICE 
search of the effects ofl jrevealed the following: b7C 

-1 I during an interview on the evening of 08/16/2001, 
described Moussaoui's beliefs as having characteristics known to 
be consistent with those held by radical Islamic Fundamentalists. b6 per ICE 

He also admitted that Moussaoui is preparing himself to fight andb7C 
has expressed approval of martyrs in the past. 

- During this same interview,! !indicated that Moussaoui 
'hel i eves jhat it is acceptable to kill civilians who harm Muslims. b6 per ICE 
I _was also asked if he had ever heard Moussaoui make a plan 
•: kill ;re who ba:rm Muslims and in so doing become a martyr himself. b 7 C 
[_ _ __ dmitted that he may have heard him do so, but that because 
1 1s no 1n his own heart to carry out acts of this nature, he claimed 
that he kept himself from actually hearing and understanding. 

- In a sworn statement signed on 08/17/2001J · !indicated thatb6 per ICE 
Moussaoui, whom he knows as Shaqil, would harm "non-believers", 
described as Jews and Christians, secretly if he believed they wereb7C 
harming Muslims. 
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- Moussaoui was unable to give a convincing explanation for his paying 
Pan Am $8,300 for 747-400 training. Although he indicated that he 
had completed approximately so hours of instruction in light aircraft 
at a flying school in Norman, Oklahoma, his level of aviation 
experience was in no way adequate to qualify him for this training. 
His continued insistence that this was indulging a desire for a 

"joy ride" clashed with the seriousness with which he was studying 
and preparing and his anxiousness to return to this when released 
from INS custody. When arrested, he had among his belongings several 
Boeing 747-400 Flight Manuals and is believed to have been making 
provisions to acquire additional data about this aircraft through 
electronic means. 

- Moussaoui had no convincing explanation for the large sums of money 
known to have been in his possession during his time in the United 
States. For information, upon arrival in the U.S. he is known to 
have opened a checking account with a deposit of $32,000 at a bank 
in Norman, Oklahoma. Minneapolis opines that Moussaoui•s income 
from his self-described employment as a freelance telemarketer in 
the UK would not be adequate to allow him to spend $8,300 for aviation 
trainina ~f no value to his stated goal of becoming a pilot. Although 

I _indicated that he is aware that Moussaoui receives money b6 per FBI 
from overseas via a bank in Norman, Oklahoma, he had no information b7C 
as to the source. 

- Moussaoui was likewise unable to convincingly explain a trip to 
Pakistan lasting from December 2000 until February 200l, initially 
informing Agents that this was for "personal reasons". He later 
indicated that he was in .Pakistan in attempting to find a wife. 
Recipients will note that Moussaoui arrived in the U.S. only l6 days 
after leaving Pakistan. 

extent! were deceptive in their answers regarding their b6 per 
ITT; linneapolis believes that Moussaoui and, to a lesser 

reasons for e1ng in the u.s. and their involvement in terrorist b7C 
activities. 

(U) Descriptive Data on Zacarias Moussaoui 

FBI 

.LU)······ \ ····-------------------------------

. ·h·~ The following information was obtained through 
interview of Moussaoui or from documents he presented the INS Agents 
upon his arrest. 

(U) Moussaoui, whose address is listed on his or: d~i~i, 
license I I as I !Londonl _ b 6 per ICE 
began his first of two interviews by stating he was highly susp c ous b 7 c 
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of immigration authorities in general because of a problem he had 
in the UK in 1993 while traveling on his identity card provided by 
the French Consulate in London. Moussaoui indicated that he was 
questioned extensively by UK immigration authorities who believed 
he was Algerian, despite his possession of valid French documents. 
Moussaoui related that he was saved from this difficulty only through. 

a friend's acquaintance with a French Senator who interceded on.his 
behalf, but whose name he could not recall. 

(U) Moussaoui indicated that he works in the UK as a 
freelance marketing researcher. When asked if this was his sole 
source of income, he indicated that he also works "here and there". 

When asked what that involved, Moussaoui at length referred to a 
business initiative with an Indonesian telephone card company, but 
stated that it did not work out. He was unable to give even an 
approximate figure for his annual income, claiming that he did not 
pay taxes in the UK in 2000. 

(U) He also indicated that he earns some income from 
relatives in Saudi Arabia. When asked in what capacity this occurs, 
Moussaoui indicated that; it is "absolutely legal, but privat;e". 
When asked how a ;business venture could be private, Moussaoui began 
describing his family connections in Saudi Arabia without attempting 
to answer the question. While being pressed to describe the nature 
of the business, Moussaoui stated that he was trying to arrange the 
"import-export of some product". At length, Moussaoui indicated 
that the product was·grape leaves which he wished to export from 
the South of France to Saudi Arabia, but that this venture had not 
been successful either. 

(U) Moussaoui advised that his employment in connection 
with marketing research consisted of telephoning people to conduct 
customer satisfaction in~erviews on behalf of various corporations 
who contract with his employer for this service. Moussaoui indicated 
that the name of the company he worked for was NOP, located in London, 
but could not rec·all what the initials stood for, being able to state 
only that the "N" represented National. When questioned about this, 
Moussaoui became angry and began listing his academic qualifications, 
including a Master's Degree in International Business from Southbank 
University and an advanced degree in Commerce and Technology from 
the "Institute of Export", both believed to be located in the UK. 

(U) Moussaoui indicated that he is a French citizen, having been born in 
France to Moroccan parents. He indicated that he had avoided being 
drafted into the French Army as a result of unspecified family 
problems and the fact that he was studying for a degree at the time. 

He indicated that he had no weapons training of any kind, but that 
he had shot handguns once or twice in France with friends whose names 
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he could not recall. Moussaoui stated that he would like to learn 
to use weapons as he is curious about them, but repeated that he 
has never previously been taught to use one. Minneapolis opines 
that Moussaoui was being deceptive in stating that he has never been 
trained in the use of weapons based on his reaction to the questions. 

(U) Moussaoui advised that he has no criminal record in 
Prance, and that his "file is clear". Moussaoui stated that he has 
never been in ail in Prance or estioned b an securit or olice 

' 

b6 per FBI 
b7C 

{U) Minneapolis believes that Moussaoui is an ~slamic 
extremist preparing for some future act in furtherance of radical 
fundamentalist goals. The numerous inconsistencies in his story, 
his two month long trip to Pakistan which ended less than three weeks 
before coming to the u.s., and his inability to explain his source 
of financial support all give cause to believe he is conspiring to 
commit a terrorist act, especially when tr s ; n:::~tion is combined 
with his extremist views as described by I Further, based b6 per 
on his French citizenship and connections 1n a country, there b7C 
is reason to believe that he has associates or family members residing 
in France who are assisting him. 

(U} Request of Minneapolit 

(U) Minneapolis requests full identifying information 
be provided on Moussaoui and any associates and family members 
residing in France who can be identified in connection with his 
activities described above. Information which will be particularly 
beneficial to Minneapolis' investigation includes the following: 

-Names of associates and relatives known to be involved with radical 
Islamic Fundamentalist causes. 

- Information on Moussaoui's sources of financial support and 
previous employment. 

- Confirmation of his French citizenship and foreign travel from 
France during the time'he resided there. 
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- Information on previous contact with Moussaoui by security services 
or law enforcement in Prance, especially any information with a 
bearing on why he would choose to reside outside Prance. 

- Information regarding education and training received by Moussaoui 
in Prance. 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
FileNo. 

U.S.DeparbnentofJusdce 
Federal Bureau of 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 
August 19,· 2001 

MOUSSAOUI I ZACARI~; 
IT - OTHER 

-HT)- Request of Minneapolis: Permission to contact the United States 

(U) ~ 

Attorney's Office in the District of Minnesota pursuant to 
prosecution in a parallel criminal matter (265A classification} . 

(U) Investigative Summary 

~=~~-i~~~ i~rma~~ ~=eaa:ion was inr!:i~:~t~~ ~:~polis 
International Ej.~== Acalljmy,=600 Lone Oa= Point, Eagan, Minnesota, 
telephone I ____ _ that he and co-workers were training a 
student they cons1 ered suspicious. 

W-)- i-~ ~ £~ii¥~cr:~~tZ: I~:fi~:t:~~f~i~~i~~~:e~~~[c~ ::;:nfr~~~~ity 
simulators to train airline pilots from all over the world. Training 
conducted there consists exclusively of initial tra·ining for newly 
hired airline p-ilots, or update/refresher training given to active 
airline pilots. In both cases, the typical student holds a Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA} Airline Transport Pilot (ATP} rj!lting 
or foreign equivalent, is employed by an airline, and has several 
thousand flight hours. · · 

(U) .... · · .'M') II indicated that Zacarias Moussaoui, who met 
none of th~~eria, had been in contact with his company's 
headquarters in Miami, Florida and had paid $8,000-$9,000 dollars 
in cash for training on the Boeing 747 Model 400 

~ 
~ 

b7E per FBI 

b6 per FBI 
b7C 

b6 per FBI 
b7C 
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aircraft simulator. ( )indicate~ ~hat Moussaoui was a foreign 
national, who claimea that ne grew up in France, although he gave 
the opinion that Moussaoui appeared to be Middle Eastern. 

I ···n····· ~ What set Moussaoui apart from all other students in 
. !experience was that he had no aviation background, and to 
~~-----\Pmowledge, no pilot's license. I lalso considered it 
odd that Moussaoui indicated that all he wished to learn was how 
to take off and land .the 747 Model 400, crivin~ the reason that this 
was an "ego boosting thing". At· the timef= lalled Minneapolis, 
Moussaoui had already received two dayJwot e assroom training and 
had been scheduled for 4-5 upcoming simulator sessions over the course 
of the next few days. 

WJ·~ ·········u····u·n·······n·);a( FoJ J owi ng th j ~n c~~~eapol is, was contacted in order l 
to determine Moussaoui•s exact schedule. I Indicated that 
Moussaoui had recyiyed his gr~un.d sGhool instruction from a contract 
instructor named~ ____ J who had also indicated that he 
thought Moussaou1 was unusua . 

+U)n nio·;·ooonfi~ hours iJ =h~i~! !a~1tired ai~~~~:f:,1~~:is~:~:e~~ 
interviewed regarding Moussaoui. ~is a contract employee 
of Pan Am who travels to Minneapo~rder to train students. 
He has been doing so for several years and characterized Moussaoui 

{U)·· 
as unlike any other student with whom he has worked. 

~=~~:~~~--~ g~~~~e s~~~~l por€1o!w:~d i~;~rv~~=e~~e M~~~;~~u~n ~d 
low fidelity simulator with him. I lwas aware that he had been 
scheduled for several more sessions 1n tne liigher-fidelity simulators 
in the next few days. 

(U-)-··nnnu•nnn••n• un••)a( I ~escribed Moussaoui as a Middle Eastern male I 
age 30-40 5'9"-5'11" 1n height with a heavy build and a trimmed 
beard. f : ti.ndicated that he spoke French-accented English and 
advised that he was very amiable. I lnoted that Moussaoui was 
extremely reticent in discussing his background, but did indicate 
that he had been born :i:n the South of France, but was now living 
in London, England. 

+Ut· n~;q;~~i~~~~ lknowledfe~t~~e~~a~:;:~~~~~r~u:;:~~i lacked av!~=!~~ 
in which he was particularly interested. Althoug·~1n~~~~l.~·m~fo-e~lf 
brought the subject up, he indicated Moussaoui was ex 
interested in the aircraft doors and their operation. 
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indicated that Moussaoui seemed surprised to learn that the doors 
cannot normally be opened in flight because of the pressurization 
of the cabin of the aircraft. 

-flll----------- ----··::·:··---~~~----~0~0~t~:e~Y(~~;> ~n ~t~h i:o~:a~~~tr~~ ~~t~~=sted 
aircraft's avionics suite which controls the aircraft when flying 
in an automated mode and what allows the 747-400 Series aircraft 
to have a two-person flight crew as opposed to earlier models which 
required additional pilots. I Jj.ndicated that at the time they. 
did their one s~mulator. session, Moussaoui alreadf kn:w hoj to operate 
the MCP from previous study. For information,_ _ _indicated 
that the level of automation provided by the MCP g1ves the 747-400 
the ability to fly, navigate, and in some modes land in a fully 
aqtomated manner. 

-~U)-----------------------------------------------------------------~ ( I stated that for his upcoming high-fidelity 
simulator sess1ons, Moussaoui stated that he would "love" to fly 
a simulated flight from Heathrow Airport in England, to John F. 
Kennedy airport in New York, to include all navigation and 
communic1~nns~e offered no explanation as to why he wished to 

.do this. !was also aware that Moussaoui was interested in 
booking ait:lonal simulator sessions after he finished his currently 
scheduled syllabu~. 

(U) Investigation by Minneapolis Joint Terrorism Task 
Force (JTTF) Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) Special 

!>6 pe: _ I'SI 
:b7C 

:b6 pe: I'SI 
:b7C 

Agents revealed the following information regarding Moussaoui and b6 per ICE 
the individual believed to be traveling with him,.l lb7C 

- Moussaoqi a r;:~~ent of the United Kingdom, traveling on French 
passport ~ __ ! entered the u.s. at Chicago, Illinois on 
02/23/2001 on a 1sa waiver. Under the terms of the visa waiver 
program, citizens of certain countries may enter the U.S. without 
applying for a visa, however they are allowed to remain in the U.S. b6 per ICE 
for no more than 90 days frotn the date of entry. According the INS b7C 
records, Moussaoui was admitted to the u.s. only until 05/22/2001 
and was therefore in an overstay status and subject to arrest any 
time after this date. 

·i-U)-----------------------------------·----------- · ·· As these individuals had been located by the afternoon 
of 08/16/2001 and Moussaoui was known to be scheduled for a simulator 
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session beginning at 6:00 p.m. that evening, INS was requested to 
arrest him on the overstay violation in order to delay his receiving 
any further t~aining on the Boeing 747-400 aircraft until he could 
be interviewed and his true intentions determined. When arrested, 
Moussaoui was armed with a small sheathed knife in his pocket and b6 per 
admitted that a larger folding-blade knife found under the seat of b7C 

l Fas his. 

(U) Subsequent intervi,ws of both men and a consensual b 6 per 
search of the effects o~ _revealed the following: b7C 

-1 1 during an interview on the evening of 08/16/2001, 
descrJ.Bed l'foussaoui' s beliefs as having characteristics known to b6 per 
be consistent with those held by Radical Islamic Fundamentalists. b7C 

He also admitted that Moussaoui is preparing himself to fight and 
has expressed approval of martyrs in the past. 

- During this same interview ,I I indicated that Moussaoui 
~e~;: t)lat it is accep~able to kill civilians who h;arm Muslims. b6 per 
!_ ______ ~as also asked l.f he had ever heard Moussaoul. make a plan b7C 

o i hose who harJll Muslims and in so doing become a martyr himself. 
~ pdmitted that he may have heard him do so, but that because 
t iS not J.n his own heart to carry out acts of this nature, he claimed 

that he kept himself from actually hearing and understanding. 
· b6 per 

- In a sworn statement signed on 08/17/2001,1 lindicated that b 7C 
Moussaoui, whom he knows as Shaqil, would harm "non-beiievers", 
described as Jews and Christians, secret·ly if he believed they were 
harming Muslims. 

- Moussaoui was unable to give a convincing explanation for his paying 
Pan Am $8,300 for 747-400 training. Although he indicated that he 
had completed approximately 50 hours of instruction at a flying school 
in Norman, Oklahoma, his level of aviation experience was in no way 
adequate to qualify him for this training. His continued insistence 
that this was indulging a desire for a "joy ride", clashed with the 
seriousness with which he was studying and preparing and his 
anxiousness to return to this when released from INS custody. When 
arrested, he had among his belongings several Boeing 747-400 Flight 
Manuals and is believed to have been making provisions to acquire 
additional data about this aircraft through electronic means. 

- Moussaoui had no convincing explanation for the large sums of money 
known to have been in his possession during his time in the United 
States. For information, upon arrival he is known to have opened 
a checking account with a deposit of $32,000 at a bank in Norman, 
Oklahoma. Minneapolis opines that Moussaoui's income from his 
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self -described employment as a freelance teiemarketer in the UK would 
not be adequate to allow him to spend $8,300 for aviatio~trainina · 
of no value to his stated goal of becoming a pilot. Althoug b6 per 
indicated that he is aware that Moussaoui receives money from overseas b7C 
via a bank in Norman, Oklahoma, he had no information as to the source. 

- Moussaoui was likewise unable to convincingly explain a trip to 
Pakistan lasting from December 2000 until February 2001, initially 
informing Agents that this was for "personal reasons". He later 
indicated that he was in Pakistan in attempting to find a wife. 
Recipients will note that Moussaoui arrived in the U.S. only 16 days 
after leaving Pakistan. 

extent I were deceptive in their answers regarding their b6 per 
m~ Mt' nneapolis believes that Moussaoui and, to a lesser 

reasons for ein in the u.s. and their involvement in terrorist b7C 
activities. Further, Minneapolis believes that Moussaoui is an 
Islamic extremist preparing for some future act in furtherance of 
thf qgals gf his as yet unidentified group and that he is being aided 
by_ I 

(U} on the basis of inves:i:~ to date, Minneapolis 
has reason to believe that Moussaoui1 and others yet. unknown 
are conspiring to commit violation o e 1 criminal code as set 
forth in Title 18 Section 2332b, entitled Acts of terrorism b 6 
transcending national boundaries, in that they are "attempting or · per 
conspiring to destroy or damage any structure, conveyance, or other b7C 
real or personal property within t~ pnjte~ ~tates". Further, 
statements made by both Moussaoui an _ _ _!demonstrate that they 
have used interstate and foreign commerce 1n furtherance of the 
offense. · 

(U) In addition, information developed relating to 
Moussaoui's training on the Boeing 747-400 aircraft gives reason 
to believe that he is also conspiring to commit violations as 
specified under Title 18 Section 32, entitled Destruction of airgraft 
or aircraft facilities, in that, on the basis of his possession of 
weapons and his preparation through physical training for violent 
confrontation, his plan is ~elieved to involve the performance of 
violence or incapacitation of individuals on aircraft in the special 
aircraft jurisdiction of the United States or on any civil aircraft 
employed in foreign air commerce, for the purpose of seizing control 
of the aircraft for his own ends. Investigation has not yet shown 
what these ends are, but information pertaining to this is expected 
to be developed through future investigation. 
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(U) Request of Minneapolis 

(U) Minneapolis requests authorization to contact the 
United States Attorney's Office in the District of Minnesota pursuant 
to determining the full merit for criminal prosecution and obtaining 
search warrants for Moussaoui•s effects, vehicles and residence as 
well as subpoenas for his financial and telephone toll records. 
Minneapolis wishes to emphasize the urgency of this matter in 
reminding recipients that it is not yet known how far advanced 
Moussaoui•s plan is or how many as yet unidentified co-conspirators 
exist. 
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(Rev. 08-21-2000) 

FIIDBRAL BUREAU OP INVIESTIGATION 

Prece&mca: ROUTINE Data: 12/27/2001 

Counterterrorism 

Attn:· SS~A:a.~-------t 
sit 

'l'o: New York 

.___I ____.I , 
rram: Minneapolis 

Squad 5 .-------------, 
Contact: SA I I· 

Approved By: I 
::======~ Drafted By: 1 .... _________ __. 

Case ID I: 265A-NY-280350-ZAC 
265A-NY-280350-MP 

'l'i tle : PENTBOMB 

I 

(Pending) 
(Pending) 

Synopsis: Evidence being forwarded to New York Division. 

Reference: 265A-NY-28035~-ZAC Serral 4 and 12/19/2001 meetinf 
between Minpeapolis SAl • ! New York SSAl and 
New York SAl · ..__ _____ __. 

Package Copy: Being forwarded under separate cover are the following 
items pertaining to ZACHARIAS MOUSSAOUI: 

181513 8/C 802006872 
FOUR AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES FROM SHERBURNE COUNTY JAIL OF 
ZACARIAS MOUSSAUOUI LABELED AS FOLLOWS· 
1. 8/20/01; CALL TIME 2105 HRS/CALLEDr----......, 
2. 8/21/01; CALL TIME 1852 HRS/CALLED 
3. 8/2.2/01; CALL TIME 1406 HRS/~..-LE-.0.._ ___ ,_____, 
4. 8/24/01; CALL 2100 HRS/CALLEDI .__ ____ __, 

182250 8/C 802006904 
FIFTY-THREE CD'S OF INMATE PHONE ACTIVITY FROM AUGUST TO 
SEPTEMBER 2001 ACQUIRED FROM U.S. SECRET SERVICE. 

182377 8/C 802006815 
BOX 1 OF 4 SAID TO CONTAIN MISC CLOTHING AND MANUALS OPENED 
PER SEARCH WARRANT DATED 09/11/2001 & INVENTORIED AS FOLLOWS 
28. BLACK & WHITE FABRIC W/ TASSLES-FM CANVAS BAG; 
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To: New York From: Minneapolis 
Re: 265A-NY-280350-ZAC, 12/27/2001 

182377 8/C 802006815 (CONTINUED) 
29. 12 DISPOSABLE BIC RAZORS IN UNOPENED PACKAGE, ONE PLUG 

ADAPTOR AND TWO HAND EXERCISORS; 
31. TWO OGE ELECTRIC SERVICE BILLS AND VARIOUS RECEIPTS; 
34. GREEN DISK HOLDER CONTAINING ONE FLOPPY DISK; 

3 5 . BLACK LEATHER WALLET WITH CONTENTS; 
3 6 . USPS KEY AND ONE SMALL POCKET KNIPE; 
39. BLACK LEATHER BELT; . 
40. INS NOTICE OF ACTION DATED 03/30/2001 W/ ENVELOPE 
41. CHILL NYLON WALLET W / CHAIN AND CONTENTS; 
42. USIT CAMPUS INVOICE, SM NOTEBOOK, JEPPESEN PILOT LOGBK, 

SHEFFIELD FOL!NG KNIFE ALL FROM INS PROPERTY BAG; 
43. CLEAR PLASTIC FOLDER CONTAINING RECEIPTS, HANDWRITTEN 

NOTES, BILLS, FLIGHT SCHOOL DOCUMENTS, CERTIFICATES AND 
ARVEST BANK DOCUMENTS; 

47. BLACK NYLON LOTUS BRIEFCASE 
182377 8/C 802006932 

BOX 1 OF 4 SAID TO CONTAIN MISC CLOTHING AND MANUALS OPENED 
PER SEARCH WARRANT DATED 09/11/2001 & INVENTORIED AS FOLLOWS 
27. GUIDED FLIGHT INSTRUMENT COMMERCIAL MANUAL-PM CANVAS BAG 
32. THREE NOTEBOOKS, HANDWRITTEN NOTES, RECEIPTS, 2000 

RESIDENCE INN DIRECTORY, 2001 POCKET PAL CALENDER, UK 
DRIVING LICENSE, FRENCH ID CARD, LONDON TRANSPORT ID 
CARD, BANK STATEMENT AND BUSINESS CARD CARRYING CASE; 

33. BLACK SAMSONITE CARRYING CASE W/ FLIGHT AND FINANCIAL 
DOCUMENTS; 

38. GUIDED FLIGHT PRIVATE PILOT MANUAL WITH ACCOMPANYING 
PRIVATE PILOT MANEUVERS CD DEMO AND B747-400 SELF GUIDE 
STUDY BINDER; 

45. CONTENTS OF BLACK LOTUS NYLON BRIEFCASE TO INCLUDE NOTES 
NOTEBOOKS I MANUALS I RECEIPTS I ETC 

182377 8/C B02006816 
BOX 2 OF 4 SAID TO CONTAIN MISC CLOTHING AND~ALS OPENED 
PER SEARCH WARRANT DATED 09/11/2001 & INVENTqRIED AS FOLLOWS 
20. DAVID CLARKE COMPANY INC HEADSET; 
21. BLACK LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT W/ RESIDENCE INN MALL OF 

AMERICA DIRECTIONS CARD; 
22. BLACK CALIFORD BLAZER W/ BLANK PAKISTAN INTERNATIONAL 

CABIN BAGGAGE TAG; 
23. GOLD LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT & HALF A STICK OF GUM; 
24. ONE ORANGE SHIRT, ONE BLACK SHIRT AND ONE BROWN SHIRT; 
25. GREEN CARGO PANTS, BLACK CARGO PANTS & TWO TWIGS; 
2 6 . TWO PAIRS OF TROUSERS, TWO BELTS, ONE PAIR OF BLACK 

SHORTS, THREE PAIRS OF SOCKS, ONE MARRIOT RESIDENCE INN 
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To: New York From: Minneapolis 
Re: 26SA-NY-280350-ZAC, 12/27/2001 

182377 B/C 802006933 
.BOX 2 OF 4 SAID TO CONTAIN MISC CLOTHING AND MANUALS OPENED 
PER SEARCH WARRANT DATED 09/11/2001 & INVENTORIED AS FOLLOWS 
19. RED COVER NORTHWEST AIRLINES "B-747-400 AIRCRAFT 

OPERATING MANUAL VOLUMN II" THREE-RING NOTEBOOK; 

182377 8/C B02006817 
BOX 3 OF 4 SAID TO CONTAIN MISC CLOTHlNG AND MANUALS OPENED 
PER SEARCH WARRANT DATED 09/11/2001 & INVENTORIED ~ FOLLOWS 

7. PAPER NAPKIN WITH WRITING ON IT; 
8 . RESIDENCE INN I EAGAN I MN GUEST FOLIO SUMMARY; 
9 . ONE KNIT CAP; 

11. CLOTHING TO INCLUDE FOREST CREATION WINDBREAKER JACKET, 
TAN CARGO PANTS, BLUE SWEATPANTS, BLUE SHORTS, DK GREY 
LONG-SLEEVED TURTLE-NECK SHIRT, BLUE SAMAR SHIRT, GREY 
COLLARED SHIRT I GREEN PURITAN SHIRT I DK COLORED PANTS I 
HP FLEECE CAP, TAN BASEBALL CAP AND BLACK BASEBALL CAP; 

12. CLOTHING TO INCLUDE: NIKE LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT, PRIMARK 
ESSENTIALS GREY SHORTS, TSI. BLUE SHIRT, YELLOW CATALINA 
COLLARED SHIRT, GREEN & GREY STRIPED MESTIZZO SHIRT, 
BLACK FUN SHORTS I GREEN TOWNCRAFT SHORTS I GREY TOWNCRAFT 
SOCK, TAN KNIT CAP, GOLD-COLORED NECKTIE WITH FLORAL 
DESIGN AND ONE PIECE OF RED/TAN/RUST/GREEN FABRIC; 

13. BLACK CARGO PANTS W/ WALMART RECEIPT FM NORMAN, OK 
14. BLACK GIORGIO FLEECE VEST "SOONER HOTEL & SUITES" 
15. BLACK LEATHER VEST, THREE PIECES OF PAPER W/ WRITING, ' 

WRIGLEY GUM WRAPPER & FOIL AND PEN CAP; 
182377 8/C 802006934 
BOX 3 OF 4 SAID TO CONTAIN MISC CLOTHING AND MANUALS OPENED 
PER SEARCH WARRANT DATED 09/11/2001 & INVENTORIED AS FOLLOWS 
16. VFR RADIO PROCEDURES IN THE USA BOOK, COPYRIGHT 1997; 
17. NORTHWEST AIRLINES "747-400" INTRODUCTION, VOLUME II 

FOUR PAGES DOUBLE SIDED; 

182377 8/C 802006818 
BOX 4 OF 4 SAID TO CONTAIN MISC CLOTHING AND ~ALS OPENED 
PER SEARCH WARRANT DATED 09/11/2001 & INVENTORIED AS FOLLOWS 

1. LEATHER COLLECTION JACKET & EYEGLASSES IN CASE AND CLOTH 
2. ONE NIKE "TEAM NIKE SPORTS" BASEBALL STYLE CAP 
4. FOUR TDK MICROCASSETTES IN PACKAGING, ONE SEPARATE FROM 

PACKAGING, ONE EMPTY PLASTIC CASSETTE.CASE IN PLASTIC 
"CIRCUIT CITY" BAG; . 

5. TWO PAIRS EYEGLASSES IN TWO SEPARATE CASES, COLE BRAND 
KEY .. FITS DATSON USA.. AND ONE BUr INISS CARD FOR .. jiRMAN 

6 .I:::::::· ;::t::::~p POOTGBAR; 
"SIMPSON" BLACK SHOES; BROWN SHOES; AND BLACK DONNAY 
SANDALS 
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To: New York From: Minneapolis 
Re: 265A-NY-280350-ZAC, 12/27/2001 

182378 8/C B02006820 
BLACK CANVAS BAG SAID TO CONTAIN MISC CLOTHING AND MANUALS 
OPENED PER SEARCH WARRANT DATED 09/11/2001 AND INVENTORIED 
AS FOLLOWS: 

1. T-SHIRT W/ "WORLD'S GREATEST GRANDPA'' 
2 . NIKE SHIN GUARDS; 
3 . NAUTICAL RULER 
4. POLO SHIRT W/ STRIPES; 
5. BLACK SHORTS; 
6. GREEN SWEAT PANTS; 
9. TWO 747 TRAINING VIDEOS; 

12. POWERPOINT CD IN BOX; 
13. BLUE FANNY PACK; 
14 . TWO SHEFFIELD MULTI-TOOLS; 
15 . GREY CARGO PANTS; 
16. NOKIA CELL PHONE; 
18. BINOCULARS; 
19. HAMA HEADPHONES; 
20. KNIT SKULLCAP; 
21 . BUISNESS CARD &: HANDWRITI'BN NOTE WITH. NUMBERS; 
23. MICROSOFT FLIGHT SIMULATOR 2000 PROFESSIONAL CD SET; 
24. BLK CENTURY GLOVES; 
25. AMIGO CASE W/ SWABS/RAZORS 

26. FIVE PAIRS OF SOCKS; 
30. SONY CASSETTE RECORDER; 
31. TORN PAPER FROM MAP, NORMAN STREETS MAP LEGEND; 
32. ABBEY NAT 1 L BANK SAVINGS ACCT PASSBK, ACCT;:.:l=~----, 
33. TWO WALMART RECEIPTS FROM NORMAN, OK DTD 7728/01; 
34. RECEIPT FROM eARPHONE WAREHOUSE, LONDON ENGLAND; 

35. BUSINESS CARD FM FULLHAM FLIGHT CENTRE &: TWO BUSINESS 
CARD PM ULTIMATE ELECRONICS ~ 1 

3 6 . PRoPERTY MAP FOR REsiDENcE INN, lAGAN, AN sutTE 1414 
182378 B/C B02006931 
BLACK CANVAS BAG SAID TO CONTAIN MISC CLOTHING AND MANUALS 
OPENED PER SEARCH WARRANT DATED 09/11/2001 AND INVENTORIED 
AS FOLLOWS: f 

7. NWA 747 COCKPIT OPS MANUAL 
8. 747-400 CHECKLIST; 

10. SEVEN SPIRAL NOTEBOOKS W/ HANDWRITTEN AVIATION NOTES; 
11. MICROSOFT FLIGHT SIMULATOR 2000 BOOK; 

182379 8/C 802006821 
SILVER COLORED CASE SAID TO CONTAIN LAPTOP COMPUTER 
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To: New York From: Minneapolis 
Re: 26SA-NY-280350-ZAC, 12/27/2001 

182380 8/C 302006822 
PROPERTY FROM THE PERSON OF MOUSSAOUI TO INCLUDE: 
1. TAN "EAGLE CREEK" FANNY PACK; 
3. WALMART PURCHASE RECEIPT FROM NORMAN, OK DATED 5/7/01; 
4. CARVER COUNTY, MN SHERIFF'S OFFICE MONEY RECEIPT FOR 

$3, 242. 55 AND TWO CURRENCY WRAPPERS FOR ARVEST BANK, 
NORMAN, OK 

182440 8/C 302006915 
(FROM BLACK DUFFEL BAG) 
1 . 50 DUTCH GUILERS NOTE; 
3. ONE MALAYSIAN CENT; 
4 . ONE 2 0 UNIT TELECARD 

182443 8/C 302006917 
(ITEM #47 FROM BOX 1 OF 4) 

ARVEST BANK, NORMAN OKLAHOMA, ACCOUNT! I BLANK 
CHECKS - EIGHTEEN UNNUMBERED NEW ACCOUNT CHECKS WITH NO 
ACCOUNT HOLDER PINTED ON CHECK REMOVED FROM BLACK NYLON 
BRIEF CASE 

182446 8/C 302006918 
REMOVED FROM WALLET ~ITH CHAIN C ITEM 41 so; 1 OF 4) 
1. ARVEST CHECK CARq jiN THE NAME OF 

ZACARIAS MOUSSAOU~I~;--------------------------------~ 
2 . SAM I s CLUB w: T REUSABLE SHOPPING CARD ACCOUNT 

3. NCI $20 500 MIN P 
5. 50 BRITISH PENCE COIN; 
6 . ONE UNIT ARAB STYLE COIN 

182447 8/C 802006920 
REMOVED FROM BLACK LEATHER BAG (ITEM 3 7 BOX 1 OF 4) 

2. TWO BRITISH POUND COINS; 
3. FIVE BRITISH 20-PENCE COINS; f 
4. ONE BRITISH 10-PENCE COIN; 
5. ONE BRITISH S-PENCE COIN; 
6. TWO BRITISH PENNIES; 
7. TWO MALAYSIAN 10 -SEN COINS; 
8 . ONE NETHERLANDS 10-CENT COIN; 
9. ONE INDONESIAN RP100-UNIT COIN; 

10. ONE ARAB 50-UNIT COIN; 
11. ONE ARAB 25-'UNIT COIN 
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To: New York From: Minneapolis 
Re: 265A-NY-280350-ZAC, 12/27/2001 

182448 8/C 802006922 
REMOVED FROM 35MM PLASTIC FILM CANNISTER CONTAINED IN BLACK LEATHER 
BAG (ITEM 37 BOX 1 OF 4) 
1. ONE BRITISH POUND; 
2. ONE BRITISH 50-PENCE COIN; 
3. ONE BRITISH 10-PENCE COIN; 
4 • ONE ARAB 2-UNIT COIN; 
5. TWO ARAB 50-UNIT COINS; 
6 • ONE ARAB 1-UNIT COIN 

182449 8/C B02006t23. 
REMOVED PROM BLACK LEATHER BAG ( ITBM 3 7 BOX 1 OP 4) 
1. : :x.::r GLOBAL CONRBCT SlO CAI.LIBG CARD lltlMBBR 
I_ - - CARD/TARJ~' I 

2 • :AID PONECARD I $5 BACH ' 

182452 8/C 802006925 
REMOVED FROM DUFFEL BAG (ITEM 30 BOX 1 OF 4) 
1. ONE MALAYSIAN 10-SEN COIN; 
2. TWO NETHERLANDS 10-CENT COINS; 

182454 8/C 802006927 
REMOVED FROM WALLET (ITEM 35 BOX 1 OF 4) 
1. ONE BRITISH POUND COIN; 
2. TWO NETHERLANDS 10-CENT COINS; 
3 • THREE NETHERLANDS 1-GUILDER COINS; 
4. ONE NETHERLANDS 25-CENT COIN; 
5. TWO NETHERLANDS 5-GUILDER COIN; 
6. ONE SAINSBURY'S REWARD CARDFI ~--------.... HOME 

STORE "CHISWI.CK" 
7. ONE ABBY NATIONAL BNAK CARD I.__ _______ __. 

182891 8/C 802006987 I 
COPIES OP ARVBST BANK ACCOUNT . I (ZACARIAS MOUSAOUI) ITBMS AS FOLLOWS: ..._ ____ __. 

1. ACCOUNT OPENING DOCOMENTS; '-
2. DEPOSIT SLIP DATED 08/02/2001 FOR $10,060.53 & THIRTEEN 

CORRESPONDING BANK PHOTOS; 
3. $10,000 CHECK DATED 08/04/01 & THRITY-THRBE CORRESPONDING 

BANK PHOTOS; 
4. $4,000 DEPOSIT SLIP DATED 08/04/01 & NINETEEN CORREPONDING 

BANK PHOTOS 
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To: New York From: Minneapolis 
Re: 265A-NY-280350-ZAC, 12/27/2001 

182893 8/C B02006988 
FACSIMILES OF ARVEST BANK ACCOUTNI (ZACARIAS 
MOUSSAOUI) ITEMS AS FOLLOWS: 
1. CHECKING ACCOUNT STATEMENT FOR 08/12/01 THRU 09/11/01 
2. CHECKING ACCOUNT STATEMENT FOR 08/10/01 THRU 0612/01 

WITH FOUR CORRESPONDING CHECKS; , 
3. CHECKING ACCOUNT STATEMENT FOR 04/11/01 THRU 05/10/01 

WIITH ONE CORRESPONDING CHECK; 
4. CHECK FOR $10,000 DATED 08/09/01; 
5. ARVEST BANK CREDIT SLIP DATED 08/09/01 

183750 8/C B02005073 
THREE FLOPPY DISKS CONTAIN~NG INFORMATION ON PHONE CALLS 
MADE FROM SHERBURNE COUNTY JAIL 

184387 8/C B02005317 
1. COPY OF BANK STATEMENTS FOR ACCO~ FROM 

02/26/01 THRU 08/12/01; 
2. COPY OF DEPOSIT & CASH-IN TICKET FOR DEPOSIT TOTALING 

$32,000 ON 02/26/01; 
3. COPIES OF CHECKS WRITTEN BY ZACHARIAS MOUSSAOUI; 
4 . COPY OF W8 TAX WITHHOLDING DOCUMENT; 
5. COPY OF CARDHOLDER INFORMATION SCREEN FROM CHECK CARD; 
6. COPY OF DEPOSIT AND ELEVEN WESTERN ONION MONEY TRANSFERS 

TOTALING $10,060.53; 
7. COPY OF DEPOSIT AND FOUR WESTERN ONION MONEY TRANSFERS' 

TOTALING $4,000; 
8. COPIES OF PHOTOGRAPHS OF ZACHARIAS MOUSSAOUI CONDUCTING 

TELLER AND AUTOMATED TELLER TRANSACTIONS; 
9. COPY OF DEPOSIT AGREEMENT SIGNED BY ZACHARIAS MOUSSAOUI; 

10. COPY OF APPLICATION FOR ELECTRONIC ACCESS DEVICE SIGNED 
BY ZACHARIAS MOUSSAOUI; 

11. COPY OF CHANGE FORM SIGNED BY ZACHARIAS MOUSSAOUI; 
12. COPY OF QBIJmE CH,CK RE-ORDER FORM DATED 07/18/01 FOR 

ACCOUNT 1 _ . r 
Detail•: As requested in referenced communications all items of 
evidence pertaining to Zacharias Moussaoui are being forwarded to 
New York at this time. 

1B 922 and 1B2249 which consists of floppy disk and tape 
copies of the Toshiba laptop hard drive will remain in Minneapolis 
pending any further CART examination. 
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To: New York From: Minneapolis 
Re: 26SA-NY-280350-ZAC, 12/27/2001 

LBAD(a): 

Set Lead 1 : (Adlll) 

NEW YORK 

AT NEW YORK CITY I NY 

Read and Clear . 

•• 

8 
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FD-302 (Rev. 1().6.95) 

tnlliscription 

- 1-
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of 

m~oo • 
File #I . Date diccatecl 
by 
This document contaiDs neither RC01111DC1ldalions aor llOIM:lusioas oftbe FBUt is the property oftbe FBI and is loaDed to 

your agency; 
it and its cootents an: noUo be distributed outside your agency. 

12/17/2001 

Pursuant to an authorized search warrant signed by United 
States Magistrate Judge J. Earl CUdd, .District of Minnesota, on 
09/11/2001, the following items were observed as being among those 
present on the laptop computer of Zacarias Moussaoui and on a 3 . 5 inch 
floppy disk among his effects: 

Laptop Computer 

Power Point Presentations entitled: 

DAYlONEW.PPT 
DAYllNEW.PPT 
Daylnew.ppt 
DAY2NEW.PPT 
Day3new.ppt 
DAY4NEW.PPT 
DAY6NEW.PPT 
DAY7mike.ppt 
DAYSNEW. PPT 
SAY9NEW.PPT 

Examination of these files revealed that they were created 
by Northwest Airlines and constitute lectures pertaining to operational 
procedures tor the 747-400 aircraft. Bach of the above presentations 
is described as a Powerpoint.Show.7 file. They were last modified on 
08/16/2001 between 12:01 p.m. and 12:17 p.m. 

In addition to these files, the following computer software 
relating to the study of aviation topics was alsf among the files present 
on the hard drive : · 

Microsoft Flight 2000 Computer Flight Simulation Program 
Janes' F-15 Flight Simulator Program 
.Jeppesen SIMCharts Program 
Jeppesen Federal Aviation Regulations/Airman's Information Manual 
(FAR/AIM) Program 

09/ll/2001 Minneapolis, Minnesota 
265A-NY-280350·ZAC, 

265A-NY-280350-302, 265A-NY-280350~MP 
12/17/2001 

SA ~...1 ------' 
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On 
,Pap 

~3~JIS~-288l50i&Oa,F26ftyNiiii0350-MP 
OWinPition ofPD302 of 09/11/2001 2 

A 3. s inch floppy disk was also found among Moussaoui' s 
possessions . Written on the label of this 1.44 MB disk, which was 
contained in a green colored plastic floppy disk bolder, were the words, 
"Paradise Al-usral.net". 

The below-listed . htm files, each constituting a chapter of 
text with illustrations and tables, were present on this disk. A search 
of the university of Nebraska internet website revealed that all of 
these. files, using the same titles, were prese~t under the heading, 
"Pesticide Education ResourceseUniversity.of Nebraska•: 

Chapter 1 Pesticide Laws and Regulations 
Application Equipment 

Chapter 3 calibration 
Chapter 4 Field Operations 
Chapter 5 Proper Handling and Use 
Chapter 6 Drift 
Appendix A calibration Formulas 

Chapter 2 

The .htm file, titled "Category 11 Applicator Training Manual 
for AERIAL APPLICATION OF PESTICIDBS", authored by Douglas G. OVerhults, 
Extension Agricultural Engineer, University of Kentucky was also 
determined to be present on the floppy disk. A search of the university 
of Kentucky inte~et website showed that this file is present there 
as well. 

The f~llowing .rtf files were also contained on the floppy 

BDY.RTF 
BDY2.RTF 
BDY3.RTF 
XD.RTF 

Two .doc files were present, each ~presenting a computer 
version of a form titled, "EXTERNAL REQUEST FOR USE OF BOEING COPYRIGHTED 
MATERIAL". PLOtherMaterialsRequestForm.doc is a blank form. 
PLOtherMaterialsRequestForm2.doc was completed with the following 
information: 

Name: 
Address: 

e-mail: 
Request: 

Training manual for 

~aaagui zasari&: 

I :mula tor Checkr 4e 1 Procedure 
Manuals for the Boeing 747 or 

Pilot relating to all flight 
operations" 
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~'! 
PIID.RAL BURIIAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Pz:ecedeDce: IMMEDIATE Date: 08/24/2001 

To: Counterterrorism AttD: t;;;;::i 
~c;~ I~.. ______ _, 

l'z:ocm: Minneapolis 
Squad 5/JTTF~--------------~ 
Contact: SA 

Appz:oovad By= I 
'i=l ===========---...., 

Dz:oaf'ted By: 

Wl ..................... caae· .. ·m···f··=····-~ · 199M-MP-6013 o (Pending) 

·(-lf}··· ........... -~~~~~ .. ; ............ ~ . ~~u~s~~R ZACARIAS; 

OO:MP 

1lJ)--SjiiOpS:L.-:--':M" Set i -~ t ; ~ ~ r m•ao~ I 

b7E 
b6 
b7C 

·b6 
b7C 

b7E 

m-T~J~~~~-;;-~~-~-~~;:-i--;UbJ~~z---~~~--1 
~-Ul······ ...................................... ~ b3 so usc 4os-1 

(t1) 
b7E 

·W)·-........... diiiii.inl·a·uati'vii'f ............ · ...... The "T" symbols listed in the enclosed 
Letterhead Memorandum (LHM) are described as follows: 

. MD T-1 ·~I b7D 

I 
11~--M~ ... ~-2-t ______ ... _______________ ... _________ ... ______________ I =~ 50 usc 403-1 

11!1---B.i lt~r--~ This c'"Ts~tion rej:"~~i~4J~~~~~ frcm MP :~c 
b7B {Ul ............. .BDcloaaze-.(a}-.. :............. ·} Enclosed foil lis· an LHM as needed to cover 

the lead set f rt below. b7B 
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To: ~terterrorism From: Minneapolis 
ttn-------------Re..:-----------~ 199M-MP-6013o, os/24/2001 

-(ll)--···-·-···--·Detail;a--:-······-~ captioned subject, currently ·in the custody of the 
Immigratioilahd Naturalization Service {INS) at St. Paul, Minnesota, 
has among his property items believed to pertaip to his activities 
in support of International Terrorism.· He has refused requests bv 
Minneapolis for consent to search his effects. · b1 ....-------------------------3 50 usc 403-1 

(U~ .... ....................................................... . Minneapolis thiref:~ rem·=~tfiJ that! Jsecure, on 

{St~:~=~:P~!~~~~~=:~::::-:hi~~~:::~ jmsgagui' I 

I ~Jis reminded that pending matter is urgent as 
MOassaoax ~B expe ed to be deported by INS in the near future. 
Further, it is not yet known how far advanced Moussaoui's plan is 
or how many unidentified co-conspirators exist. 

b1 
b3 50 usc 403-1 
b6 
b7C 
b7Z 
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~T 
To: ~terterrorism From: Minneapolis 

W+ -Re:-- -7'\ l99M-MP-60130, 08/24/2001 1 

LBAD(a): 

Set Lead 1: 

an emergency basis, authoritf]=J 
_1-S--)--------~~"--""'-----------=;;;.u;.Q....aa;~;:.a....,~~~~.c;;pJ,Iilolil.il~.....:..&....~tt~ffects and his residence at 
1 ~~~~~--~~-----------r----~~~~~~~been enclosed 

fac1l1tate th1s process. is reminded that 
pending matter is urgent as Moussaou1 1s expected to be deported 
by INS in the near future. Further, it is not yet known how far 
advanced Moussaoui' s plan is or how many unidentified co-conspirators 
exist. 

bl 

b7E 

•• b3 50 usc 403-1 
b6 
b7C 
b7E 

f 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
FileNo. 

U.S. Department of Justiee 
Federal Bureau of 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 
August 24, 2001 

MOSSAOUI, ZACARIAS; 
IT - OTHER 

(U) ---~ This entire communication is classified ~. 

(U) -- ¥} Nature of Investigation: International Terrorism 
1f99M-MP-60130) . 

!IJ)- )lt(} I ~ b 7£ per FBI 

~~~~~ao::-;·~~~~ ... =~~:~~~~~:-":1'!!!1i:~:;:Et~~;,~le~:~j 1 :! per FBI 

basis. 

(U) Investigative Background 

{U)n- nn--n-nn·nn ____ nn¥ This investigation was initiated after Minneapolis 
received information from I employed by Pan Am 
International Fli:ht Academy, 2600 Lone Oak Point, Eagan, Minnesota, 
telephon~ _ I that he and co-workers were training a 
student they cons~dered suspicious. 

~U)-- ~: -~-~~~-i;~r!~t~ I~f~;~t;~:f~i~~i~~~t!~a~~~~~s ::;:nfi~~;~ity 
simulators to train airline pilots from all over the world. Training 
conducted there consists exclusively of initiaftraining for persons 
far advanced in becoming airline pilots, or update/refresher courses 
given to active airline pilots. In both cases the typical student 
holds a Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Airline Transport Pilot 
(ATP) rating or foreign equivalent and has at least two thousand 
flight hours. 

{U-)-•nn•nnnmnnnn•n-n ~ I !indicated that Zacarias Moussaoui, who met 
neither of~ above criteria, had been in contact with his company's 
headquarters in Miami, Florida and had paid $8,000-$9,000 dollars 
in cash for training on the Boeing 747 Model 400 
aircraft simulator. 

~ 
~ 

b6 per FBI 
b7C 

b6 per FBI 
b7C 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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tlll-····s···························-·················::Li:~; ::; ~~~~s~~u~a~p:~t from. all b~~~;~o~~~e:~~ ~~ 
knowledge, no pilot's license.~also considered it 

o t t Moussaoui indicated that ali h~ to learn was how 
to take off and land the 747 Model 400, giying yhe reason that this 
was an "ego boosting thing". At the timet Jcalled Minneapolis, 
Moussaoui had already received two days of classroom training and 
had been scheduled for 4-5 upcoming simulator sessions over the course 
of the next few days. 
Moussaoui had recy~ved his gr~und. sghool instruction from a contract 
instructor namedt ______ lwho had also indicated that he 

·(·U)·······-·=-~~~~ht Moussaou:i: was unusua . 
........................ ~I · ~ who is a retired airline pilot with more than 

10, 000 fli:ghe hours in a wi,de vari~rcraft, was subsequently 
interviewed regarding Moussaoui. is a contract employee 
of Pan Am who travels to Minneapo s 1n order to train students. 
He has been doing so for several years and characterized Moussaoui 
as unlike any other student with whom he has worked. 

·tUl···········································~ At the time was interviewed, Moussaoui had 
completed the ground schoo erformed one flight in a 
low fidelity simulator with him. was aware that he had been 
scheduled for several pJ;:~ se;ss;ions 1n t e igher-fidelity simulators 
in the next few days. L __ _. _ lOoted that although Moussaoui lacked 
aviation experience an now edge, there were certaiq 747-400 systems 
in which he was particularly interested. Althought lhimself 
brought the subject up, he indicated Moussaoui was exr:e::ly 
interested in the aircraft doors and their operation._ I 
indicated that Moussaoui seemed surprised to learn thae~oors 
cannot normally be opened in flight because of the pressurization 
of the cabin of the aircraft. . 

jU~:~-;~;~~~~t~~~Y(~;) ~n ;l:i;h i~=~~~t= ~~t~:•ted 
aircraft's avionics suite which controls the aircraft when flying 
in an automated mode and what allows the 747-400 Series aircraft 
to have a two-person flig1;lt crew as op-posed to earlier models which 
required additional pilots. l ~ndicated that at the time they 
did their one simulator session, Moussaoui already knew ho• to operate 
the MCP from previous study. For information,L Jindicated 
that the level of ~utomation provided by the MCP gives the 747-400 
the ability to fly, navigate, and in some modes land in a fully 
automated manner. 

b6 pe: I'BI 
b7C 

b6 pel: 1'8% 
b7C 

b6 pel: I'BI 
b7C 

b6 pe: I'BI 
b7C 

·(U) ................................................. ~ ~J ::-::-,~1. stated that for his upcoming high-fidelity h& pe: I'BI 

simulator sess1ohs, Moussaoui advised that he would "love" to fly b?c 
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a simulated flight from Heathrow Airport in England, to John F. 
Kennedy airport in New York, to include performing all navigation 
and communications involved. He offered no explanation as to why 
he wished to do this. k lwas also aware that Moussaoui was b6 per FBI 
interested in booking aditional simulator sessions after he finished b7C 
his currently scheduled syllabus. 

!Ill~~~== ;;~ r~~::~ig~t!: ~t:::;'~;~~l;~ ~~~lc~e{:~~s~~~~~l 
Agents revealed the following information regarding Moussaoui and 
the individual believed to be traveling with him, I I b6 per ICZ 

- Moussat;i a r:aifent of the United Kingdom, traveling on French 
passport entered the U.S. at Chicago, Illinois on 
02/23/20 on a vJ.sa waiver. He traveled to Norman, Oklahoma shortly 
after this date, o,stensibly for the purpose of taking flying lessons 
in Cessna aircraft. Under the terms of the visa waiver program, 
citizens of certain countries may enter the u.s. without applying 
for a visa, however they are allowed to remain in the U.S. for no 
more than 90 days from the date of entry. According the INS records, 
Moussaoui was admitted to the u.s. only until 05/22/2001 and was 
therefore in an overstay status and subject to arrest any time after 
this date. 

b7C 

b6 per ICZ 
b7C 

~ M~~ 
~------------------------------------------------------------------~ b7C 

-fU}······· ··· ··~ It was decided to arrest Moussaoui on the overstay 
violation/:i~rder to delay his receiving any further training on 
the Boeing 747-400 aircraft until he could be interviewed and his 
true intentions determined. He remains in I:tt> custody as of this 
date pending deportation to his country of orfgin. When arrested, 
Moussaoui was armed with a small sheathed knife in his pocket and 
admitted that a larger folding-blade knife found under the seat of I I car was his. 

-(lf}······· ~ 
•••• h •• ····)6{ Following his arrest, Moussaoui' s property was 

brought from the hotel in which he was staying to INS storage at 
his request. Included among this was a laptop computer, cellular 
telephone and numerous spiral notebooks and 747 flight manuals. 
He denied requests for consent to search his property. 

~U¥ · · ~ Subsequent interviews of both men and a consensual 
search of the effects o~ Fevealed the following: 

3 
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-1 !during an interview on the evening of 08/16/2001, 
described Moussaoui's beliefs as having characteristics known to 
be consistent with those held by Radical Islamic Fundamentalists. 

He also admitted that Moussaoui, whom he knows as Shaqil, is 
preparing himself to fight and has, in the past, expressed approval 
of "martyrs". 

- During this same interview,r lindicated that Moussaoui 
believes that it is acceptabl~ to kill bivilians who harm Muslims. 

I 1was a~so asked if he had ever heard Moussaoui make a plan 
Fo K1 I I eo se who harm Muslims and in so doing become a martyr himself. 
~ 'I' Jadmitted that he may have heard him do so, but that because 
1.,_t~1 .... s_n_o"':'t__,1n his own heart to carry out acts of this nature, he claimed 
that he kept himself from actually hearing and understanding. 

- In a sworn statement signed on 08/17/2001, I )indicated that 
Moussaoui would harm "non-believers", described as Jews and 
Christians, secretly if he believed they were harming Muslims. 

- Moussaoui was unable to give a convincing explanation for his paying 
Pan Am $8,300 for 747-400 training. Although he indicated that he 
had completed approximately so hours of instruction at a flying school 
in Norman, Oklahoma, his level of aviation experience was in no way 
adequate to qualify him for this training. His continued insistence 
that this was indulging a desire for a "joy ride", clashed with the 
seriousness with which he was studying and preparing and his 
anxiousness to return to this when released from INS custody. When 
arrested, he had among his belongings several Boeing 747-400 Flight 
Manuals and is believed to have been making provisions to acquire 
additional data regarding the operation this type of aircraft through 
electronic means. 

- Moussaoui had no convincing explanation for tie large sums of money 
known to have been in his possession during h!s time in the United 
States. For information, upon arrival he is known to have opened 
a checking account with a deposit of $32,000 at a bank in Norman, 
Oklahoma. Moussaoui did not provide information of sufficient 
detail or specificity to allow Minneapolis to account for a legitimate 
source for this money. Minneapolis opines that Moussaoui's income 
from his self-described employment as a freelance telemarketer in 
the UK would not be adequate to allow him to spend $8,300 for aviation 

b6 per ICE 
b7C 

b6 per ICE 
b7C 

b6 per ICE 
b7C 

I_ I indicated that he is aware that Moussaoui receives money b 6 per FBI ;
rainina of no value to his stated goal of becoming a pilot. Although 

rom overseas via a bank in Norman, Oklahoma, he had no information b 7c 
as to the source. 
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- Moussaoui was likewise unable to convincingly explain a trip to 
Pakistan lasting from December 2000 until February 2001, initially 
informing Agents that this was for "personal reasons". He later 
indicated tha_t he was in Pakistan attempting to find a wife. 
Recipients will note that Moussaoui arrived in the U.S. only 16 days I after 1 eaxi nq pakj stan I I I b7B pe• I'BI 

-HH Information rovided b MP T-l 
indicated b6 per FBI 

b7C 
b7D 

-(U}- -~----=-------=----------------------""'" ______ -::: __ )$5:-__ -:::_~, ==================:::::;"', b7D per FBI 

I 

W)------

{U)---

b6 per FBI 
7C 
70 

----------n·-):gi Minneapolis believes that Mous aoui and, to a lesser 
extent! lwere deceptive in their answers regarding their . b6 per FBI 
reasons for being in the u.s. and their involvement in terrorist b7C 
activities. Further, Minneapolis is in possession of intelligence 
that Moussaoui is an Islamic extremist and believes that his training 
in the U.s. represents preparation for some future act in furtherance 
these goals. 

5 
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custody, and for his residence at I I 
I I Minneapolis wishes to emphas1ze the urgency of th1s matter 
in reminding recipients that Moussaoui is in INS custody pending 
deportation. Further, it is not yet known how far advanced 
Moussaoui' s plan is or how many unidentified co-conspirators exist. 

, 
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